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We CLImbeO- 

Because 
the morning was dry 
crisp 
and in the shadows 
the sun made pools of warmth 
momently. 
Fragrance of pine smoke 
hung in the cold air. 

Because 
of kinesthesas. 
We were young 
and we loved the feel 
of rhythmic movement 
in our bodies; the straining 
toward the ridge 
through slopes of scree 
with each step sinking 
as in soft snow. 

Because 
we were curious 
to see the vision, 
promised by the mountain barrier, 
of the other side 
There was only one way 
to get there - 
on foot 

And so we went. 
Because each of us 
had to do something peculiar to 
himself, to see something 
that would be his alone; 
since not many would 
attempt it, 
and among those who did 
no two experiences 
would be the same. 

The mountain spoke a challenge. 
It was something 
we couldn't leave undone. 
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American Alpine Club Opposes 

Competitive Climbing 

William L. Putnam represented the 
American Alpine Club at the executive 
committee meeting of the Union Inter-
national des Associations d'Alpinisme 
[UIAA] April 16 in Munich. 

Putnam addressed the assembly and 
condemned the introduction of compe-
tition in mountaineering, stating that 
the priority of all mountaineers should 
be the conservation of the mountains. 

The address was well received by the 
delegates from the representative climb-
ing organizations from around the world. 
Putnam is the current treasurer and a 
past president of the American Alpine 
Club. Excerpts from his address follow. 

North American climbers —for whom I 
speak—subscribe to the traditions and 
philosophy of naturalists such as Muir, 
Audubon, Agassiz and others. These 
traditions are very contemplative and re-
flective rather than competitive. The 
competition, if there is any at all, is 
between man and nature, each in the raw 
state in which we alpinists demonstrate 
our love for our mountains rather than 
our rivalry among men. Mountaineering 
to us provides an escape from the super-
competitiveness and hectic pace of 
day-to-day existence to which all man-
kind is subject. We fear that any intro-
duction of formalized competition into 
mountaineering can destroy this essen-
tial ingredient of the mountain experi-
ence without bringing in its place any 
beneficial result to the individual or 
society. 

Mountaineering is essentially an inter-
relationship, a communion between man 
and nature, which therefore sets moun-
taineering apart from the realm of a 
rivalry between men as in the sports that 
make up formalized games. Mountain-
eering, as it has always been practiced, is 
sufficiently dangerous while non- 

competitive. Thus the introduction of a 
competitive element increases risks that 
are already abundant, and in many parts 
of the world presently result in restric-
tions upon our activity imposed by those 
who know and care nothing for the 
values we find in the mountains. 

The literature of our sport reflects the 
presence of God in a way that no other 
form of human voluntary activity has 
ever done. We are unique!! The intro-
duction of formalized competition can 
only result in destruction of this super-
natural aspect and bring on disunity and 
nationalistic rivalry to an extent far 
greater than has ever existed in the past. 
In this regard, it is interesting to note 
that humanity's finest mountaineering 
accomplishments, under the most trying 
conditions, have been done by expedi-
tions where the element of competition 
was at its least: whereas some of the 
most lamentable experiences in the 
history of our sport have been those 
where there was present a strong ele-
ment of rivalry within the members of 
the party itself. 

To add the proposed formal element of 
competition to our sport, which today 
enjoys a dignity unmatched by any other 
human recreational activity, would be to 
address the problems we should face not 
with a view towards solving them, but in 
a manner that will seriously compound 
them. Future generations of alpinists 
will recall us with respect and gratitude 
if we seek to find the solutions to present 
day problems and not introduce new 
elements of divisiveness. 

The F.I.A. (Federation International 
Aeronautique) which some years ago en-
couraged the recording of duration soar-
ing flights found after a few years exper-
ience that they had created a strong 
incentive for their own constituents to  

kill themselves. People were reacting to 
the challenge of competition, authorized 
by an international body such as this, by 
straining their human endurance and 
capabilities beyond all reason. After 
many deaths had resulted, the F.I.A. 
had the good sense to cease recording 
such activities. Can we be so lucky as to 
restrain such a force once unleashed in a 
field into which entry is so easy as 
alpinism? 

The introduction of competition into 
recreational sports has seldom been ben-
eficial; in fact, it has tended to pervert 
the sport from its original theme into an 
activity in which only the highly orga-
nized specialist, funded by big business 
or big government can successfully 
enter. Not all human activity is im-
proved by making a competition out of 
it—eating is beneficial, but people who 
compete at it are called gluttons; taking 
a break from work is generally beneficial, 
but those who make a career of it are 
called bums. 

In viewing the issues of the day that 
we should be looking at, nothing, in our 
opinion, is as serious as the degradation 
of mountains by inconsiderate use and 
litter. In our own country it is doubtful if 
the sourdoughs with their chunks of 
pemmican and willow wands made much 
of an ecological impact on Denali—"the 
Great one" —back in 1910, before any of 
us were born. In 1974, however, two tons 
of rubbish were removed from Mt. 
McKinley; in 1975 another ton, and our 
Club is supporting yet another party this 
summer for much debris still remains on 
the mountain. 

Abandoned polypropylene rope, alumi-
num pickets, plastic containers and 
nylon fabric constitute in the mountain 
environment a virtually permanent de-
facement. It is difficult to justify debate 

to page 42, please 
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Exploring the west crater steam vent entry. 

Donna Snavely 
in the east crater 

Bird Room. 
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The 

SUMMIT CAVCS 

OF 

MT. RAjN1CR 

By Jack Snavely 

The Visitor Center and Inn at Paradise disap-
peared into the mist and rain below as I, my wife 
Donna, and Ken Whipple hiked toward Camp 
Muir at the 10,000-foot level on Mount Rainier. 
Our packs contained supplies and equipment for 
the wide variety of mountain and weather condi-
tions we would experience during our 10-day trans-
Rainier trek that would include a week on the 
summit and descent via the Emmons Glacier to 
White River. The main purpose of the trip was to 
photograph the ice caves in the summit craters. 
Our anticipation of this climb was so great that 
the sight of cold, drenched climbers descending 
through driving sleet on the Muir snowfield did 
not dampen our spirits. Four hours later we 
reached Camp Muir's rock shelter for a hot dinner, 
some socializing with fellow mountaineers, and a 
night's rest. 

The next day provided no break in the weather. 
Three hours out of Camp Muir, on Disappointment 
Cleaver, we passed several guides descending with 
a large party that had turned back in the blowing 
snow and whiteout above. We had passed this way 
many times and the guides, acquaintances for 
many years, shouted encouraging words, "You'll 
make it." Our packs averaged 60 pounds in weight 
and we knew that reaching the summit would 
require more than comradely encouragement. 

This was our fifth ascent to the Rainier crater. 
Our previous summer's efforts to photograph the 
summit ice caves had been only partially success-
ful. We now felt we had the ability and equipment  

to explore and photograph the entire summit area 
properly, especially the caves beneath the ice in 
both craters. Even so, the whiteout ahead made 
thoughts of turning back and rehiking the 
Wonderland Trail around the mountain seem 
tempting. However, these thoughts were dis-
missed and we continued upward in pursuit of our 
goal. 

At 14,000 feet we reached the rim of the East 
Crater. Our hopes of finding protection within the 
crater were dashed by a swirling blizzard. The 
snow-covered ice was indistinguishable from the 
sky and the blurred light played tricks on our eyes 
and minds. We seemed to experience nonexistent 
colors and images. Retreating to the partial lee of 
the east rim, we dug into the ice for the night. The 
wind and blowing snow kept Ken awake, and the 
mountain sickness which was to plague him 
through the whole trip began. 

The morning was calmer, and we moved camp to 
the lee on the northwest side of the East Crater. 
We placed our tent in a 3-foot hole prepared by re-
moving sawed blocks of firm snow. The blocks 
were then used to construct a wall that enclosed 
the tent. Ken dug a snow cave into one wall. Our 
home, office, and laboratory for the next week 
secure, we went about the business that brought 
us to the highest point in Washington state. In 
addition to exploring and photographing the caves 
beneath the crater ice we planned to analyze the 
gases in the caves and fumaroles of both craters. 
(see Northwest Science, February, 1977 for the 
results of this gas analysis.) 

The two summit craters of Mount Rainier are 
filled with ice to a thickness of up to 500 feet. Each 
year enough snow falls within the craters to form 6 
to 10 feet of new ice. Heat rising from the crater 
floor melts an equal amount from below, maintain-
ing the ice thickness in a dynamic near-equilibrium 
from year to year. The rising heat has formed over 
a mile of inter-connected passageways that were 
first extensively explored and mapped during the 
early 1970's. 

Each day we descended through narrow open-
ings at the crater rims into the eerie world of the 
caves, trading the cold, biting wind and whiteness 
above for the wet and dripping 35-390  blackness 
below. We wore light, full-length, wool under-
clothes beneath nylon rainsuits and carried a 
crater map, compass, headlamp, candles, cameras, 
small electronic flash units, gas analysis equip- 

to page 6, please 
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"The Duck," 

J a greater yellowlegs, found 
near the entrance to the 
Bird Room in 1974. 
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ment, and provisions for a full day's stay, all 
enclosed in heavy waterproof plastic bags in our 
rucksacks. 

Cave Photography 
Developing a system for taking acceptable 

pictures in the totally dark and often steamy caves 
proved challenging. We used three cameras, 
mounted at different viewpoints, each on a uni-
versal mount attached by a bolt through a hole in 
the adze or through the carabiner hole of ice axes 
plunged into the rocky crater floor. While one of us 
opened the shutters with cable releases the other 
"painted" light on the area to be photographed 
with 5 to 25 flashes from 2 small strobe units. The 
flash units were held from 2 to 10 feet from the 
subject. They had to be shielded from the camera 
and held well in front so light is reflected from the 
subject to the camera lens. This minimizes the 
chance of illuminating any water particles sus-
pended in the air between the camera and the sub-
ject. If the flash is set off from near the camera, 
the subject will appear to be shrouded in dense 
fog. This suspended moisture is most common 
near cave entrances and in some enclosed rooms, 
most notably the Lake Grotto. The vapor of our 
exhalations clouded the grotto and made vision  

and photography difficult. A breathing mask with 
a condensing tube for exhaled air should aid in 
overcoming this problem. 

Strobe units are more practical than the large 
volume of flashbulbs that would be needed for 
such extended trips. The difficulty of judging all 
the lighting variables accurately limited the num-
ber and quality of our finished slides. However, 
perseverance and trial and error has resulted in 
many successful photographs using this multiple 
flash technique. Other experimenters have used 
lanterns and flares with some success. Slave flash 
units may be placed behind rocks or attached with 
ice screws to cave walls to illuminate long passage-
ways. So many variables exist in this icy under-
world that the problem of estimating exposure 
with any certainty still awaits a solution. 

East Crater Lake 
Entrance passages lead steeply down from the 

crater rim to a main corridor 3,000 feet long which 
lies 150 feet below the ice surface in the East 
Crater. This corridor and its side passages have 
curved walls of ice, their surfaces cupped by heat 
rising from hissing steam vents. These deeper 
caves have arched interiors whose ceilings and 
walls contain many air bubbles. This substance is 
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often referred to as firn ice because of its intermed-
iate density between snow and ice. The cave floor 
is composed of rock, sand and mud. The total 
darkness inside lends a Journey-to-the-Center-of-
the-Earth atmosphere. 

A narrow passage leads down from the main 
corridor to a room 160 feet long, 120 feet wide, and 
60 feet high. It was named the Bird Room in 1971 
when a migratory waterfowl, a Greater Yellowlegs, 
was found on the floor of this cavern. It has been 
speculated that the bird fell in flight onto the 250 
feet of ice overlying this room and settled down-
ward with the subsiding ice a few feet each year as 
layers of winter snow pressed from above and the 
volcano's heat melted the ceiling ice from below. 
Eventually the bird emerged through the ceiling 
and landed on the crater floor to be discovered by 
the team of college students who aided in con-
structing the map that accompanies this article. A 
similar bird was found on top of the ice. Strangely, 
each bird was missing its head and neck. 

During a previous visit, in July, 1974, a third 
bird, with head and neck intact, was found in the 
main passageway 250 feet southeast of the Bird 
Room entrance. Carried in a plastic bag inside a 
backpack to the Park Naturalist, its body proved 
to have been slightly chewed and rodent droppings 
were found mixed within its decomposed remains. 
This was most interesting in view of the aversion 
which mammals, other than man, show for the 
summit of Mount Rainier. 

West Crater Lake. 
Caves in the smaller west crater are approxi-

mately 600 feet long and he beneath ice up to 100 
feet thick. A very low, narrow, and muddy 
passage leads downward to a large room called the 
Lake Grotto. This grotto is an irregular-oval-
shaped room more than 160 feet long with a 60 x 
15-foot lake at its lowest part where the crater's 
sloping floor abuts a curved, blueish, vertical ice 
wall 40 feet high. This is the highest crater lake in 
the United States and boasts one of the most 
inaccessible locations to be found. Some years 
there are no openings or clear passages to the Lake 
Grotto and one must cut through snow and ice to 
find an entry. Usually by late summer an opening 
may be found. The intrepid explorer may gain 
entry by crawling and worming his way through 
barely passable openings with rock and mud 
beneath his belly and ice against the back. 

Despite its remote position and difficulty of 
entry this room has had some interesting visitors 
since its discovery in 1971. Its 321  waters were 
probed waist deep by two men and explored by a 
third man wearing a wet suit in 1972. On two 
successive summers since, Donna, for a lark, has 
been photographed on its shore wearing only a 
bikini. Boards and steel rods abandoned on the ice 
above by a 1959 research group, have slowly 
worked their way through the ice, eventually drop-
ping through the ceiling to the grotto floor. Within 
the grotto giant icicles, several feet thick, reach 
from floor to ceiling, while nearby are found tiny 
and delicate sulfur crystals which line fumaroles 
expelling small amounts of 1125 gas, not at toxic 
levels, fortunately. 

Our time for exploring the caves over, we 
gathered our equipment from the Lake Grotto 
floor, hoping that our exposed film would produce 
usable photographs. We retrieved the candle mark-
ing the exit passage in case our headlamps should 
go out and crawled upwards through the tiny ice-
mud tunnel. Emerging into the larger main cor-
ridor we walked the 400 feet southwest to the base 
of the passageway leading to the westernmost 
crater rim. Looking upward along the 351  slope 
we noted the small entry hole which allowed light 
from the sky through the window where rock and 
ice met. The fragment of dark sky visible suggest-
ed another storm brooding over the peak at what 
we estimated to be 6 p.m. Crawling up the final 
100 feet over the steep, loose, rocky terrain we 
emerged into a far more hostile environment. Gone 
was the quiet, still, predictable cave. The cold, dry 
wind moving up the ice to the crater rim hit us 
head-on. Our mud-soaked rainsuits, gloves, and 
rucksacks froze immediately. It was hours later 
than we had guessed. Near 9 pm, the sun was just 
setting over the Olympic Mountains and Puget 
Sound glowed red nearly 3 vertical miles down and 
50 miles away. Donna and I stood on the rim hold-
ing hands, gazing in awe at the magnificent 
natural tapestry which was ours to share. It was 
perhaps the most beautiful sight, romantic 
moment, and moving experience of my life. We 
walked along the crater rim, passed over the 
summit's Columbia Crest and descended to our 
East Crater camp. In those last few minutes we 
knew that all the planning, effort, and discomforts 
of the trip were worthwhile beyond anything we 
could ever have imagined. 
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An Epide ic of Broken Bolts 

There has been a surprising number of broken expan-
sion bolts in climbing in the past few years—at least 
several dozen—and many occurring as a result of appar-
ently small forces. 

Stud Type Plug Anchors - Accidents 
The 1975 AAC Accident Report describes an Arizona 

accident where two quarter inch bolts broke while being 
used as a belay stance. 

These were "stud type plug anchors" of the type shown 
in Figure 1. Expansion bolts of this type are made by 
Star, Phillips, Rawl, Diamond, DPI, and perhaps other 
companies. One of the two broken bolts was later exca-
vated from the rock, but it cannot be positively identified 
as one of those brands. (Source: Dana Hollister.) There-
fore, the description in the original report ("Rawl drive 
stud bolts of the center expander type") was incorrect, 
both because the manufacturer was in fact not known and 
because "Rawl Drive" is a name used by Rawlplug 
Company for another type of bolt (see Figure 1). 

A second case (Source: Olevsky) occurred in a March 
'76 solo ascent of an unnamed wall in Zion, N.E. of 
Moonlight Buttress. Ron Olevsky was 30 feet out, self  

belaying with an ascender, when he fell 5 feet onto a 
Phillips stud type plug anchor which he had just placed. It 
sheared in the threaded portion. He was caught by a 1/4  x 
11/2  Star Dryvin 41/2  feet lower (adding 9 feet to the fall). 
The 30 feet of rope out may not have provided the 
expected rope stretch, due to some drag over a ledge. 

All three of these broken bolts were quarter inch 
diameter stud type plug anchors. Since this type of anchor 
(in the quarter inch size, at least) has been little used in 
climbing, and since all three broke in very short falls or 
with the body weight of two climbers, these reports 
represent an alarmingly high occurrence of breakage. 
Therefore I obtained samples in this size from the major 
manufacturers for strength testing in rock. 

Stud Type Plug Anchors - Tests 
Shear strength in the threaded part was measured for 

bolts placed in medium granite (rock with a drilling time 
of about ten minutes). Force parallel to the rock was 
exerted on a standard hanger until the bolt sheared 
and/or pulled apart. None pulled out of the rock. (See 
Figure 2.) 

Eleven bolts of four different manufacturers were 

FIGURE 1. Quarter inch 
diameter bolts, from left. #1 & #2 
are stud type plug anchors of 
two different manufacturers and 
lengths. Note that, if installed 
to a certain depth, these may be 
indistinguishable [by what 
appears above the hanger] from 
stud type Rawl Drives that 
have a much higher average 
strength. Bolts #3 & #4 are stud 
type Rawl Drives that have a 
much higher average strength. 
Bolts #3 & #4 are stud type Rawl 
Drives, 2 inch and 11/2  inch 
lengths. #5 is a round head Rawl 
Drive. Close-ups by 
Look Photo of Boulder. 
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FIGURE 2. 
Shear test of a 

stud type plug anchor. 
Photo by Peter Stoller 

By Ed Leeper 

tested. The maximum force held before breaking ranged 
from 925 lbs. to 1850 lbs. There were large variations 
within each brand, but the averages were close, so it 
would take many more tests to pick a "best" one. 

These numbers are surprising, because some manufac-
turers quote a breaking strength for their quarter inch 
stud type plug anchors of between two and three 
thousand pounds, with which my tests clearly do not 
agree. Unless there are startling differences between 
tests in rock and concrete, I can only conclude that they 
are measuring shear strength in the smooth part of the 
shaft below the threads. 

However, in climbing situations, it is difficult to control 
how deep you set one of these anchors; so you can't 
always arrange that the threads will end just at the top 
face of the hanger. Therefore, we have to assume the 
most concentrated shearing force (occurring between the 
hanger and the rock) will often fall on the threaded part of 
the shaft. And because of variations in the threaded 
length with brand and size, there's no way to tell how 
deep the threads go on a bolt in place, without unscrewing 
the hanger to look. 

One manufacturer—more cautious than the others— 

calculates a "safe load," apparently by using a 4 to 1 
safety margin on the average strength in the threaded 
part, and comes up with 400 lbs. for these bolts. In view of 
the accident record and the variability in my tests, we 
should probably use that figure. 

Stud Type Plug Anchors - Recommendations 
I suggest that stud type plug anchors are not suitable 

for climbing use in this quarter inch size, and that any 
that are known to be in place should be removed. We 
should not even leave "aid bolts" of this type in place, 
since they can be mistaken for good bolts intended for a 
belay stance. This happened in the Arizona accident. 

I would not put it so strongly if it were not for three 
factors: (1) the similarity of appearance, in place, of these 
anchors to the stronger stud type Raw! Drive (though it 
also is trouble prone—see below), (2) the increased use of 
static (rope stretch) belaying when soloing and (in effect) 
when cleaning on Jumars, and (3) the increased use of 
belay brakes which allow forces higher than achievable 
with a body belay. 

Note, however, that all the above applies only to the 
quarter inch diameter tested. The weakness is probably 
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due to the large amount of metal removed in making the 
quarter inch coarse thread. The 3/8 size has been used for 
soft rock with apparently good results—though more 
experience and/or testing ought to precede any general 
use. 

Rawl Drives 
A different kind of problem has arisen with the widely 

used quarter inch Rawl Drive. Recently a number have 
broken at low forces (body weight or less). 

Rawiplug Company's Position 
When they were informed of these breaks and (in some 

gory detail) of the treatment that bolts get in climbing 
use, the Rawlplug Company stated: 

They would not under any circumstances recommend 
use of a quarter inch Rawl Drive (or any other quarter 
inch anchor) for climbing. This is based on information 
provided by me (regarding repeated pounding and pos-
sible shock loads)—and not previously known to them—as 
to what climbing use may involve. 

They suggest at least a four-to-one safety factor as a 
minimum even for a situation that was much gentler and 
more predictable than climbing use in various rock types. 

They are appalled to hear that climbers repeatedly 
pound on an anchor in place, and point out that this could 
weaken any anchor. 

In a nutshell, that means forget all quarter inch Rawl 
Drives. It means that even 3/8 Rawl Drives may have 
inadequate safety margin for extreme climbing loads. And  

it means that Rawl Drives in place that may have been 
"tested" by some idiot with a hammer—in other words 
any Rawl Drive in place—may have been weakened and 
may subsequently break at an unusually low force. 

Rawl Drives - Near Accidents 
In the spring of 1974, at Stone Mountain, N.C., on the 

first ascent of "Sufficiently Breathless," Bob Rotert placed 
a 1/4  x 11/2  stud type Rawl Drive (purchased at Little 
Hardware in Charlotte) as a semi-hanging belay at the top 
of the first pitch. A month later, he repeated the climb. 
When he put his weight on the bolt, it broke off; and he 
just avoided the hundred foot fall. (Source: Rotert.) 

About the same time, Jim McEver and Tim McMillan, 
also using 1/4  x 1 1/2  stud type Rawl Drives purchased at 
Little Hardware, put up "Rainy Day Woman," also on 
Stone Mountain. Near the top, they established a two-bolt 
belay stance. About a year later (Labor Day, 1975) Dave 
Broemel and others were rappelling from a nearby climb. 
Dave grabbed the hanger of one of these belay bolts as he 
came to it ("no sudden pressure—only a firm grasp") and 
it came off in his hand with part of the bolt (which has 
been sent to the Rawiplug Co. for metalurgical analysis). 
The other bolt of the pair "seemed OK," and is 
presumably still there. (Sources: Broemel, Rotert.) 

In 1974, Rick Rieder and Ed Barry, doing the second 
complete ascent of Aquarian Wall on El Cap, placed four 
or more 1/4  xl 1/  stud type Rawl Drives to supplement 
some belay stances established by the first ascent party, 
and in one case to facilitate backing off a tenuous aid pitch 
for technical reasons. These, if there are any left, are well 
placed with SMC hangers, while the first ascent party's 
bolts are in shallow holes (i.e. sticking out some) with 

Figure 3 

FIGURE 3. Broken Rawl Drives. 
Most that have broken have left the head attached 
to a short stub [as in the smaller one here]. But a break at the 
inner end of the split part [as in the longer 
fragment—the broken end of which was rusty when it 
was chopped] might be dangerous because a bolt with such a 
crack or break might hold body weight and remain 
undetected, and yet pull out of the rock in a fall. 
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Leeper hangers. Rieder and Barry are not sure where 
they got the bolts, and may have traded or bought them 
from another climber. 

In the spring of 1976, Bob Rotert (don't climb with this 
guy, he's jinxed) and Jim Beyer did the third ascent of 
Aquarian Wall. Rotert was leading a hard aid pitch just 
above the roofs at the middle of the climb, when he was 
relieved to come to the mid-pitch bolt installed by the 
second ascent party. He stepped on it and took a 30 foot 
fall. A short distance above, there was a belay stance with 
one of the second ascent party's bolts backing up the more 
common first party's bolts. It broke when tested by 
bouncing on it. Then near the end of the climb, at the top 
of an "off-width chimney," a belay stance had been estab-
lished only on the second ascent, with two of the second 
party's bolts. They held when tested by bouncing on 
them, but one of them broke when Rotert started to haul 
the bag on it. (Sources: Beyer, Rotert, Barry, Rieder.) 

Earlier, in the summer of 1972, George Meyers bought 
a box of 1/4  x 11/2  stud type Rawl Drives at EMS in 
Conway, N.H. Over the next year, a number of them were 
used in Yosemite on various routes on Middle Cathedral 
Rock (including "Freewheelin'," and unnamed and uncom-
pleted route, and probably "Stoner's Highway"). A year 
later, two bolts on "Freewheelin'" were found broken or 
chopped near the rock surface. A little later, one of a pair 
of belay bolts on "Stoner's Highway" broke under the 
body weight of two climbers, leaving them dangling from 
the other. Later, on the unnamed route, one of a pair of 
belay bolts was found broken with the hanger left dang-
ling from the other bolt by the rappel sling—suggesting it 
had broken with nobody even touching it in the period 
since the last party had retreated from the uncompleted 
FIGURE 4. 

The Rawl Drives that have broken and been recovered shared the following 
characteristics: 

I. They are the ¼ X 1 1/2  stud type. 
They are new enough to have hex nuts rather than square nuts. 
They are old enough to have a short threaded portion [less than 6 

turns] and a well beveled tip. [Like the two on the left in Figure 4, rather 
than like the newer ones on the right which have more than 6 turns and a 
shorter beveled tip.] 

The split part has been cut by a somewhat dull blade, so there is a 

route. (Otherwise, how did it come to be left that way?) A 
second bolt was found broken higher up; a third broke 
when yanked on with a sling; and a fourth, which was off-
route, chopped "very easily." (I have the piece.) 

Other bolts from that box presumably remain in place 
today on Middle Cathedral Rock; and a number were 
traded and/or sold to other climbers (including Charlie 
Porter "for some El Cap routes"). (Sources: Meyers, 
Barry.) 

I also have reports of this type of breakage on "Electric 
Lady Land," Washington Column; "Greasy but Groovy," 
Royal Arches; and "Dihedral," El Cap, all in Yosemite; as 
well as on "Liberty Crack," Liberty Bell Mountain, 
Washington. 

I should emphasize that any hazard caused by any of 
the Rawl Drives that later broke is in no sense the fault of 
the climbers that placed them. If there was anything 
particular about the bolts, it certainly could not have been 
detected visually. The climbers involved have been very 
cooperative about allowing publication of their names, 
which is necessary so that other bolts from this particular 
batch (or these batches) can be tracked down where they 
may be in the rock, or still in your bolt bag. 

I believe that the broken bolts reported here may be a 
fifth or less of the total "epidemic." I will continue to 
gather these reports, in the hope that we can continue to 
have the good luck to avoid injuries. And it has been luck. 

Rawl Drives - Analysis 
Where it has been possible to determine, the break has 

occurred at one end of the split part. (Not in the threads.) 
Usually it has been the outer end, and the head falls off, 
leaving a break nearly flush with rock surface. But the 
FIGURE 5. 

"burr" or "flash" of metal, making the metal surface concave next to the 
split. See Figure 5. 

They were probably sold from 2 to 5 years ago, though there may still 
be a few on dealers' shelves. 

If a bolt has ALL these characteristics, it MAY be from the same manu-
facturer's batch as some that have broken; and it should be discarded. But 
again, it MAY NOT BE from that batch. Moreover, there may be nothing 
wrong with that batch [see article]. So don't wast time trying to get a refund 
from Rawiplug Company. 
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"Don't pound on bolts in place" 

one bolt that "chopped easily" was fractured at the inner 
end. There may be more of those than we know, that will 
come out only in a fall. 

In the cases where it was noticed, the broken surfaces 
were always found to be rusty immediately after the bolt 
fell apart, indicating that most of the breaking had in fact 
happened some time before the bolt had fallen apart 
under the low forces described here. 

One of the broken samples was forwarded to fiawlplug 
Company. But I have not received a report of any testing 
they may have done. 

Fortunately, it doesn't matter what the metalurgical 
"reason" is for these broken bolts—or whether or not 
there is even such a "reason" other than our own use of an 
industrial product. The important facts are: 

As far as I know, all the Rawl Drives that have broken 
recently in climbing use (excluding deliberate chopping) 
have been of the 1/4  x 11/2  stud type Rawl Drive. 

The "pattern" of these reports strongly suggests that 
all of these broken bolts may be from a certain batch (or 
batches) of those bolts. 

Unfortunately, it is harder to know whether we should 
anticipate there will ever be another such batch. There's 
simply no way to know. 

Perhaps the most relevant comment would be to point 
out that any steel part that is heat treated and then 
plated has at least one very critical step in its manufac-
ture (the bake). An error in that process could produce (in 
a stressed part) a "delayed fracture." It is an error that is 
difficult to detect in a finished product. And it can (and 
does) happen very occasionally to just about any manufac-
turer. The precautions needed to be absolutely certain of 
avoiding error (as taken in the aircraft industry) get quite 
expensive. 

So actually we should anticipate that just about any 
piece of heat treated and plated steel equipment we use 
might very occasionally show "stress fracture" or "de-
layed fracture" if used in a situation where it will be 
constantly stressed over a period of time. And we should 
modify our procedures to take account of that. 

As to the broken Rawl Drives, we have no way to know 
if such a thing did happen. The breaks may be due to our 
misuse, though it is hard to understand why they started 
all at once and seem to be confined to one size and type. 
More plausibly, there may be something a little different 
about a certain batch that doesn't affect performance in 
"normal" use, but makes certain bolts less able to stand 
up to our typical abuse of them as well as we're used to. 

But even if there's nothing different about these bolts 
(though I wouldn't want to be the one to try to tell that to  

Bobby Rotert and a few others) there are still precautions 
we should use because Rawl Drives are heat treated and 
plated items that are constantly stressed in normal use. 

I do still think there's a place for quarter inch Rawl 
Drives in climbing if we use them correctly (by suitable 
doubling—see below). I believe Rawiplug Company's 
recommendations are overly cautious and do not deal with 
the problem. (It's sort of like telling climbers the way to 
climb safely is not to climb.) 

Rawl Drives - Recommendations 
First. Don't pound on bolts in place, unless you are re-

moving them, and have the time and equipment to finish 
the job you start. The grip of any Rawl Drive in the rock 
is weakened by pounding—especially if it is in a too-
shallow hole, which is almost always the reason it sticks 
out, if it does. So don't "test" it. Please. 

Second. Old bolts are not the problem. Any recommen-
dation such as, "Don't trust a bolt more than a year old" 
(or two or five or ten years old), would litter the rock with 
unnecessary bolts and accomplish nothing, because some 
of the bolts broken recently were very new (from a year 
on down to a month in place). 

I have never received a report of a bolt of any type that 
was good when placed and failed only because it was old. 
(With the possible exception of a thirty-year-old bolt 
placed by John Salathe.) An adequate bolt will have 
enough safety margin to stay adequate, while an inade-
quate bolt will remain unsafe no matter how frequently it 
is replaced. 

The exception is, of course, seacoast areas, where 
nothing lasts because of salt spray. 

Third. 3/8 inch diameter Rawl Drives are not the 
answer. Whatever is happening to these broken bolts, 
there seems no reason to believe it couldn't just as easi!y 
happen in a larger size. What good is a bolt that is twice 
as strong as one that falls apart in your hand? Precautions 
recommended below should be followed for Rawl Drives 
of all sizes and types. 

Fourth. What about unused bolts on hand? I would 
suggest that climbers discard any 1/4  x 11/2  stud type Rawl 
Drives which have the distinguishing characteristics 
shown in the box. If the concavity of the shear mark is 
clear, or you bought them in Conway or Charlotte at 
about the right time, send me a few of them. 

Fifth. Bolts in place, if the suspicion is strong—for in-
stance a bolt that is known to have been placed at about 
the same time by the same climber as one that has broken 
—should be removed. 

If possible, remove them carefully and send me any that 
show cracking. (Best method: Wedge one or two pitons 
under the hanger; then pry out with a crowbar or strong 
claw hammer.) 
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Sixth. All other Raw! Drives used for belay or rappel 
anchors should now always be doubled, but not with 
another Raw! Drive that could be from the same batch. 

The only way to do this for sure is to use another Rawl 
Drive of a different size or head type, or (preferably) a 
completely different brand or style of anchor for the 
second bolt. Moreover the second bolt has to look differ-
ent to a later party, so they can know it is from a different 
batch. (Otherwise they would have to install a third bolt 
to be sure.) To clarify that: from the point of view of the 
first party, a 1/4  x 11/2  and a 1/4  x 2 stud type Bawl Drives 
are clearly from different batches. But all the second 
party would see would be two identical stud tops with 
nuts. 

Safety from Doubling 
Doubling or trippling of safety measures is an excellent 

way to improve climbing safety drastically. A one-in-a-
thousand chance of getting zapped is probably about what 
climbers would like to aim at for their whole climbing 
career—or at least for a whole season! It is not a satis-
factory risk to take every time one uses a certain kind of 
belay anchor. But if a one-in-a-thousand anchor is doubled, 
then the chance is one in a million, which is roughly the 
risk you take every time you drive down a freeway. But. 
The two one-in-a-thousand risks must be "independent" 
before you can multiple the odds that way. 

The equipment failures that we deal with in climbing 
are usually due either to a problem with a particular 
batch (as may be the case—for the climbing application—
with the Bawl Drives that are breaking) or to an inappro-
priate application of a type of equipment (as in the use of 
quarter inch stud type plug anchors). Therefore if one 
item fails then it is more likely that a second identical 
item next to it is either also from a problem batch or was 
inappropriately chosen for the climbing situation. This is 
what statisticians mean by "dependence" of two events. 
(Each "event" being the failure, or not, of a single item.) 

If an anchor has a historical record of failure of one in a 
thousand (just to use an arbitrary figure for illustration) 
and if three identical ones from the same batch, placed the 
same way, in the same rock happen to fail all at once in 
one belay stance, you won't find a statistician who will 
raise an eyebrow over it. Or make that four identical 
anchors. Or five! You've got to be cleverer about this than 
to just keep bashing in more and more of the same thing, 
if you want to be as safe as driving down the freeway in 
the womb of your Chevy. 

This principle can be used with any kind of climbing 
equipment. You're always safer to have several things in 
at once; but it's better if they are not all the same type of 
nut or piton or runner. It's better to buy your climbing 
gear in small quantities of different types from different 
dealers at different times. Don't specialize in one sort of 
equipment. Better to get all different widths, types, and  

colors of sling material. Drive your retailers up the wall. 
The worse it looks, the safer it probably is. (Beauty is all 
in the mind, anyhow.) 

To belabor the point, Olevsky's fall was stopped 
because, for some reason, he was mixing bolt types (and 
was stopped by what he thought was the weaker bolt), 
while the climbers in the Arizona accident were injured 
because both bolts were the same type. 

(I am continuing to gather information on bolt 
equipment breakage. Send it to Ed Leeper, Salina Star 
Rt., Boulder, Colorado 80302, with date, location, and cir-
cumstances. Send names, addresses, and phones of 
climbers involved. But send what you can find out easily, 
without waiting to get details. Send the pieces, if you 
catch them. I would like to contact Jim Langdon, Richard 
Harrison, Charlie Porter, and Barry Bates.) 

Ed Leeper holds a masters degree in physics from 
Columbia University. He has worked in space science as a 
physicist and applied mathematician. He was also a 
graduate student (and teaching and research assistant) in 
mathematics for more years than he cares to men tion—
until he dropped out to write mysteries and gothic 
romances. His mother weeps. To support various habits, 
he makes a "limited, but high quality" line of alloy steel 
climbing gear. 
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It was already late in the day when our Land 
Rover drove up the rough dirt road to Ibanda, the 
roadhead village which lies in the steep foothills of 
Uganda's Ruwenzori Mountains. Mist enshrouded 
the surrounding hills, and as the late tropical 
evening rain fell we recruited five porters to carry 
our loads. With the help of the village chief, our 
choice was made from a crowd of eager Bakonjo, 
the tribe which inhabits this side of the range and 
is noted for its independence. Terms of payment 
were agreed to and the rest of the evening was 
spent sorting our vast amount of food and equip-
ment into five loads, their weight closely scruti-
nized by Yekonia, the head porter. 

The Ruwenzori were first introduced to the west-
ern world by the explorer Stanley in 1876, al-
though their existence had been postulated long 
before by early Greek geographers as the "Moun-
tains of the Moon," the legendary source of the 
Nile River. However, it was not until 1906 that the 
range finally yielded up the secrets of its complex 
geography. In that year the famous arctic ex-
plorer, the Duke of Abruzzi, spent forty days in 
the Ruwenzori climbing all the main peaks and, of 
no less note, mapping the central part of the 
range. 

The mountains lie along the border of Uganda 
and Zaire, formerly Belgium Congo. Reaching a 
height of 16,763 feet, they cover an area seventy 
miles long by thirty wide and consist of several 
separate mas sifs, many permanently glaciated. 
Margherita, the highest peak, rises from the vast 
ice plateau of the Mount Stanley massif, which lies 
only forty miles north of the equator. 

The porters would accompany us on the  

three-day march to Bujuku Hut at 13,000 feet, the 
base from which Andrew, Joe and I hoped to climb 
on the three highest massifs of the range: Mounts 
Stanley, Baker, and Speke. Our route into the 
mountains was to be up the Bujuku Valley and 
would be taken in three easy stages, allowing time 
to acclimatize -from our earlier experiences on 
Mounts Kenya and Kilimanjaro, a very necessary 
precaution. Jane, a geologist, and the fourth 
member of our party, planned to return with the 
porters via the beautiful Mubuku Valley and do 
some exploring in the Kilembe copper mines, only 
a few miles from Ibanda. 

The next morning we set off up the valley in the 
sticky tropical sunshine, stopping on the way to 
buy freshly baked "yam" for our morning tea. The 
first few miles were through many "shambas"—
small household plots on which a family lives and 
cultivates yams, bananas, or ground nuts—before 
we started the long ascent towards the misty 
summits. 

The track passes several small shrines fashioned 
from grass and bracken by the Bakonjo to bring 
them safety and plenty in the mountains. The 
Ruwenzori are their traditional hunting grounds, 
and we met several of these hunters during our 
stay. Often alone, accompanied by only a dog, 
they roam freely over the high passes between 
Zaire and Uganda. They are armed with a spear 
and "pangu" kinfe (machete) and, often by setting 
snares, they hunt mainly Hyrax—a rabbit-sized 
rodent—and bush-buck. Occasionally leopard are 
caught and the skin sold for as much as forty 
pounds. 

By the time we reached Nyabitaba Hut, perched 
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at 8,000 feet on the crest of a narrow ridge, our 
porters were already there, waiting for us with 
wide smiles and a very welcome brew of tea. Like 
their counterparts of the Andes and Himalayas, 
they are a small, stocky people, often carrying in 
bare feet. Despite their loads, by the end of the day 
they were usually far ahead of us. 

Leaving Nyabitaba on the second day, we 
descended the steep ridge below the hut and were 
faced with our first problem. The suspension 
bridge across the Mubuku river had been washed 
away some months previously. To gain the Bujuku 
Valley it was necessary to cross the river here. The 
porters went first. Carrying fifty-pound loads 
slung from their foreheads in harnesses made from 
banana bark, they darted nimbly across the logs 
which replaced the bridge. We followed a little less 
confidently, balancing ourselves with bamboo 
staves. 

Later in the day we encountered the first of the 
Ruwenzori mud, often sinking in up to our knees. 
We would try to jump from one piece of firm 
ground to another, invariably slipping every few 
yards, to sprawl into the soggy peat. However, we 
were saved from desperation by the occasional 
glimpse of the great Stanley Ice Plateau in the 
distance, still some 5,000 feet above us. 

We reached Bigo Hut that afternoon, and as the 
evening mist cleared we could see the snows of 
Mount Gessi, orange in the setting sun. 
Discussing our plans that night, we wondered 
whether we would be treated to a spell of the tradi-
tional Ruwenzori weather-  constant mist which 
may enshroud the peaks for weeks at a time. Al-
ready it was late in February and the relatively  

good season, when one can expect at least a few 
days of clear weather, usually came to an end in 
early March. 

That evening also brought a startling revelation. 
In our eagerness to cut down on weight and save 
money on porters, we had severely cut down on 
food. We now found ourselves with barely enough 
for our projected stay of two weeks. We discussed 
this with our porters, sharing some of their dinner 
of dried fish and "porridge" made from cassava 
flour. Two of them who knew the mountains best, 
Baluku and Bambale, volunteered to go on ahead 
next morning and try to buy meat from the vari-
ous hunters they knew to be in the range. 

It took only two and a half hours to reach 
Bujuku Hut the next morning, again negotiating 
several long peat-bog plains. We were now in the 
zone of the giant groundsels and lobelias, plants 
which in places grow over twenty-five feet high. 
We later saw some of these growing above 15,500 
feet. These and the thick moss covering the rocks 
gave the valleys a wierd fairy-tale appearance and 
are part of the unique attraction of this equatorial 
arctic. 

We spent the afternoon lazing about in the cool 
sunshine penetrating the grove of groundsel which 
conceals the hut until one is within only a few 
yards of it. Baluku and Bambale returned in the 
evening, loaded with two Hyrax and two legs of 
bush-buck. 

Our first climb would be Mount Speke. Though 
technically easy it would serve as an introduction 
to the fickle weather of the range and the snow 
and ice conditions we expected later. We left the 
hut early, making our way through the steep 

to page 19, please 
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Lonely 
groundsels, cling-
ing to the steep 
rocks on the 
lower slopes of 
Speke, look 
across the deep 
Bujuku valley to 
the peaks of 
Alexandra [left] 
and Margherita 
on the Stanley 
Massif. 

A brief gap 
in the mist allows 
views of the rocky 
summits rising 
from the vast 
Stanley Ice 
Plateau. Climber: 
Joe Friend. 

After climbing the two 
highest peaks of the Ruwenzori 

and traversing the Stanley Plateau, 
Joe and Andrew settle down to 
write up their diaries as dinner 
'brews' on the small gas stove. 

It is warm and dry here inside one 
the A-frame Elena Huts, but 

outside there is a fierce wind 
tearing at the wire guys which 

secure the hut to the rock, and a 
heavy snowfall makes the 

necessary sorties to the outside 
extremely uncomfortable. 
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Our 'base' was this hut, Bujuku, set 
amongst a grove of giant groundsels at 13,000 

feet. Behind the hut are the lower, 
uninviting crags of Mt. Johnston, one of the 

peaks of the Speke Massif. 

Sunset and 
mist combine 

to give an 
unreal glow 
to the steep 

rocks and 
ice falls of the 

western 
slopes of the 

ancient 
Ice Plateau. 
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Mountains of the Moon from page 15 

groundsel forest to the Stuhiman Pass. From there 
we scrambled up mossy slabs and gullies, then 
across alpine terraces to reach the foot of the 
Speke Glacier. So far the mist had held back, but 
as we strapped on crampons and enjoyed some 
morning tea, the peaks were disappearing. We 
took a line up the glacier just below the southwest 
ridge of Mount Johnston, the second highest peak 
of the Speke massif. This would lead to a col 
between Johnston and Vittorio Emanuele, at 
16,042 feet, the highest peak of the massif. 

The lower slopes of the glacier were rapidly 
crossed, and as we roped up below the central ice 
cliffs the weather began to close in. It was snowing 
and windy as we neared the top of the ice cliffs. 
We found a huge natural snow cave and thankfully 
bundled ourselves in. An hour of digging modified 
it into a luxurious home, and we crawled into 
sleeping bags and drank hot soup, brushing away 
the occasional drifts of powder snow blown 
through the entrance. 

The rest of the climb to the summit of Vittorio 
Emanuele was straightforward. The descent, 
though technically easy down the western side of 
the glacier, was made tricky by the new cover of 
dry snow. Back at Bujuku, we celebrated our first 
ascent in the range with a meal of bush-buck soup, 
vegetables and fried bush-buck steaks, followed by 
more bush-buck soup, because the first lot was so 
good! We decided that our next route should be 
one on the west side of Mount Stanley where we 
hoped to get the best weather, ice and rock condi-
tions. This would entail a long and rarely attempt-
ed approach around the northern end of the 
Stanley massif. 

Next morning we made the climb up to Stuhl-
man Pass in half the time of our previous climb. 
Once over the pass we were faced with hard work 
as we battled our way through dense groundsel 
and yellow Helichrysium forest. We constantly 
broke through the crisscross floor of rotting logs, 
often falling four or five feet to the slippery ground 
below. Then followed almost impenetrable thickets 
of tangled bush. The only way through was to fall 
full length, rucksack first, into it. Then disen-
tangle and start again! This brought us to the 
base of a long moraine gully up which we slowly 
climbed to gain the western edge of Alexandra 
Glacier at 15,400 feet. Once again we were en-
shrouded in mist, but through fortuitous breaks  

we sighted Moraine Hut, a small wooden lean-to 
structure, on the opposite side of the glacier and 
eight hundred feet below. 

Although rather drafty, Moraine Hut had a 
magnificent atmosphere. Perched on an exposed 
col, it gave views down two valleys into the forests 
of Zaire. Looking the other way, we were treated 
to an unsurpassable display of color on the Stanley 
Plateau as the sun set behind us. This seemed to 
be the pattern—the mornings and evenings were 
clear, the mist rolling in at about 10 a.m. and 
retreating just in time to give sunsets a quality 
seen only in the mountains. 

From Moraine Hut we climbed the west face of 
Margherita via a route straight up the Alexandra 
Glacier, then on to the summit of Alexandra, the 
second highest peak of the range. We descended to 
one of. two small Elena Huts. Only big enough for 
the three of us, the A-frame made a cozy retreat 
after climbing the two highest peaks of the 
Ruwenzori and traversing the Stanley Plateau. 

Over brews of stew and soup our thoughts 
turned to the unclimbed west face of Baker. We 
had also been struck by a line on the west face of 
Semper, the lower of Baker's two peaks. The next 
morning Andrew was not feeling well and in the 
afternoon we descended with him to Bujuku, 
leaving all our gear, except sleeping bags, at Scott 
Elliot Pass, for our climb of the west face of 
Semper. The next day, leaving Andrew at Bujuku, 
Joe and I bivouacked just below Elliot Pass, pitch-
ing our tiny red bivvy tent beside a small tarn in 
the cirque below the face. - 

At 7 a.m., we crawled from our tent, carrying 
only the essentials for the day to allow for more 
speed and enjoyment. Eight hours later we stood 
on the summit in a mist and falling snow. It was 6 
p.m. by the time we stumbled into the Kitandara 
Hut, soaked and exhausted. We leafed through the 
hut book and, much to our disappointment, found 
a full page diagram of the west face of Semper. 
Our "unclimbed" face had been "knocked off" by 
the Poles three weeks earlier. Despite this, we had 
the satisfaction of knowing we had climbed one of 
the hardest routes in the range. 

We were impressed by the number and variety 
of first class routes still unclimbed in the Ruwen-
zori. However, our time was now up. We set off on 
the 8,000-mile Trans-Africa crossing. It was four 
months before we were to climb again—this time 
in Britain. 
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JACOB-'S LADDER.o 
4 journey down new roads 

By Eric Bjornstad 

There are people in Canyonlands country who 
collect the petroglyphs and pictographs left by the 
Anasazi Indians who inhabited the land several 
hundred years preceding the Navajo. Others 
"collect" the natural arches and stone bridges of 
this ancient Indian country. The more serious of 
these collectors search out tips on new finds as 
methodically as the prospectors explored for 
uranium a few decades ago. When a new discovery 
is made, the location is generally charted, meas-
ured, and photographed. 

For many years my passion has focused on the 
awesome and majestic sandstone towers of 
Canyonlands. As I journey down new roads of my 
homeland in southern Utah - northern Arizona, 
my eye automatically scans the red rimrock and 
the distant horizons for these slender rock needles. 
In the fifties and sixties many of these magnificent 
towers were sought out and climbed. To find a 
virgin spire today involves exploring in remote 
areas of difficult access. New finds are often 
sequestered in box canyons or isolated sectors of 
the desert that frequently involve four-wheel-drive 
and long treks on foot. 

Prospecting for new towers has many variables. 
Once a discovery has been made, the decision to 
climb is guided by a sense of ethics and aesthetics. 
I have sighted thin, giant spires that were stately, 
sculptured slivers of dense Windgate sandstone—
towers that to the desert climber are the cynosure 
of all eyes. Disappointingly, they were towers with 
embattlements totally without weakness —without 
a fracture line with which to climb to their lofty 
summits. An ascent would be ethically inequit-
able; necessitating placing a bolt ladder up the 
spire's entire height. Other towers were of undeni-
able pulchritude at first sighting. Upon further 
inspection they offered challenging climbing but 
turned out to be either broad and fin-like or com-
posed of dangerously loose and friable rock. Some-
times chimneys would be jammed with unstable  

chockstones, or summit caps would be layered 
with soft Navajo sandstone, which is crusty and 
inimical to pitons. It is rare indeed to discover a 
tower that is both aesthetically thin and tall, and 
fractured sufficiently to lend a feasible ascent line. 
Jacob's Ladder was just such a spire, one of the 
most extraordinary I had ever found on the desert. 

I was standing in stirrups, belaying Fred 
Beckey high on the upper walls of Eagle Rock 
Spire near the Arizona—Utah border. Barely 
visible, like a faint pencil line, a tower could be 
discerned far to the west of us. Fred and I knew of 
no climbing that had been done that far west of 
Monument Valley—it had always been a corner of 
the Navajo Reservation I had considered a land of 
mystery. As we climbed higher on Eagle Rock, the 
faint outline of our ghost tower began to project 
eminently above the distant desert floor. That 
spring, Fred and I spent fourteen days on the epic 
first ascent of Eagle Rock Spire. We had battled 
snow, wind and ice storms, dust storms, freezing 
rain, rock fall, and damaged ropes—the entire 
gambit of desert hostility —before reaching our 
goal. We were eager for the high mountains and 
spring. Nevertheless, we were so excited about our 
enigmatic spire that we drove into the town of 
Kayenta and inquired about possible roads in the 
area west of Eagle Mesa. After a couple of frus-
trating hours talking to the locals, we headed 
down deeply rutted tracks in the general direction 
of our tower. Half a day later we were miles from 
anywhere—lost and digging out of unbelievably 
soft, powdery sand. This culminated half a month 
of desert struggle. It was obvious that it was 
going to take another day and a full tank of gas at 
another time to reconnoiter more thoroughly. 

At the first opportunity, I returned with 
Canyonlands guide, Lin Ottinger, and his dune 
buggy. With methodical searching we found a 
little used sandy track that apparently led to scat-
tered Navajo dwellings in the direction of our 
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interest. We explored as long as time would permit 
and felt confident that we had found the key to 
penetrating one of the most isolated and barren 
corners of the reservation. It was a few years later 
that Fred Beckey, Bob Deglas, and I, accompanied 
by three women, arrived at the remote Ojato Trad-
ing Post a few miles west of the Navajo Tribal 
Park of Monument Valley. We were greeted by a 
pack of barking dogs of varied ancestry. The out-
post consisted of parched, sun-fractured adobe 
walls, a run-down airstrip, and a lone gasoline 
pump. Several natives were gathered around a 
soda pop machine while others sat like magpies on 
a corral fence. 

Curious and sorely in need of a stretch, we 
exited from our dusty van and lined up for ice 
cream bars in the exiguous and cluttered store. 
From the ceiling hung a potpourri of pans, pots, 
water bags, horse bits, baskets, wire, rope and 
countless other paraphernalia basic to the frontier 
life of the reservation. A glass counter exhibited 
'old pawn' turquoise and silver rings and bracelets, 
conchos, and an endless collection of weavings, 
most of which were the private collection of the 
Caucasian proprietors. The Indians gathered and 
with a facade of indifference, watched us from 
steely eyes. They were a quiet bunch that 
reminded me of towers I have seen: red, weathered 
and stoic. 

Refreshed, we crossed the broad dry wash from 
Ojato and rambled along the powdery sand tracks 
that were taking us into the distant country par-
tially explored by Lin and me a few years before. 
We followed the deepest ruts and hoped to avoid 
dead-ending side tracks. The occasional Indian 
hogans became fewer as the distance from the 
Indian store lengthened. At last there was only 
sand and sage. We climbed and followed the path 
beyond the horizon. As we crested a hill, unexpect-
edly before us, like a shadow in the insulated 
valley below, stood a lone slender tower. It was 
astonishingly reminiscent of Standing Rock in the 
Monument Basin of Canyonlands National Park. 
North of us appeared an enormous fin that was 
apparently the tower, viewed from its slender side, 
that Fred and I had observed from Eagle Rock 
Spire. It was ironic that the huge fin had led us to 
discover the stunning Jacob's Ladder. 

Copper Canyon was somewhere to our south and 
only a few miles north would be the backup waters 
of Lake Powell. Nearer, were rolling sand dunes 
glimmering under the spring sun. We wound our  

way down and across another dry creek bed and 
alongside an Indian family's hogan and sheep 
corrals. They were the first sign of inhabitants we 
had seen for many miles. We continued and were 
eventually able to drive within a few hundred 
yards of Jacob's Ladder. 

The air was clear and clean. We invaded the 
silence with our excitement. Fred and I reconnoit-
ered the tower for a route and drilled an inconspic-
uous hole to test the density of the rock. It was 
unbelievably hard. Generally, the Organ formation 
of which Jacob's Ladder is hewn is comparatively 
soft and unstable. We were pleasantly surprised 
by its unsuspected hardness. 

Camp fell into place as Bob, Fred and I sorted 
gear and hauled to the beginnings of a line we had 
chosen to climb. It was a difficult start with Fred 
standing on my shoulders to place the first anchor. 
The rock was crusty but once the loose debris was 
cleaned away, chocks and pitons held well. Fred 
continued the lead to a good stance on a rounding 
shelf. I prusiked and cleaned and together we 
hauled the mountain of gear we had brought to 
improvise on the questionable looking walls above. 
There was a constant barrage of sand and rock 
fall. Hard hats were essential. 

That evening we returned to camp to enjoy 
dinner over a juniper fire. The hour grew late as we 
relaxed after our meal and fell into story telling, 
sometimes funny, sometimes bizarre, of bygone 
years, and exchanged our dreams of tomorrow. 
Too often, I thought, a climb is a forced march and 
seige. Dinner has too frequently been a can of soup 
heated over coals, followed by warmed jello. There 
is often too little energy for campfire communica-
tion. It was a pleasure as the evening cooled, to 
huddle with the women about the fire and drift 
with its hypnotic flames into the worlds of the 
past and future. That night, sleep covered us 
easily as we relaxed and drifted into sweet antici-
pation of dawn. 

Typical of spring and fall on the Southwest 
desert, the soft cool breeze of the evening gathered 
force and howled throughout the night like fight-
ing alley cats. Dawn was clear and the wind was 
again softened to a whisper. 

We regained the fixed lines and checked for rope 
damage from the gusty night wind. Soon Bob was 
scrambling up the vertical bulges of the second 
lead. I belayed as Fred organized gear and con-
jectured with the wind. From my belay, Bob was 
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working up an obvious dihedral which steepened 
with protection thinning the higher he climbed. 
Near an awkward, brittle wall, funneffing from the 
chimney above, Bob down climbed to give me a 
fresh attack at the problems of negotiating the 
overhanging section above. I nestled three shaky 
pins at the crux which allowed me to place a chock 
in a deep split at the beginning of the funneffing 
chimney. Frequent updrafts peppered my face and 
clouded my eyes with blasts of sand. However, 
once in the opening chimney the climbing became 
enjoyable with only an occasional anchor needed 
for protection. The funnel finally opened out into a 
shelf to one side and a vertical wall on the other. 
The only way through seemed to be a squeeze into 
the upper throat, from which I could hopefully 
ease out onto the ledge above. There was no 
protection as I chimneyed in a traditional manner 
up through the narrowing chambers of the funnel. 
The wind was gathering, and I was losing com-
munication with Fred and Bob. 

I could see the girls arriving back in camp from 
their search for water and was able to call to them. 
As they neared the base of the tower I could hear 
them talking in conversational tones and yet the 
loudest shouts between Fred, Bob and I were 
being reduced to an incoherent noise in the gusting 
wind. The girls were able to talk with Fred and 
Bob and in turn relay the messages easily to me. 
Without their asistance, it would have been 
necessary to wait out the wind which might have 
cost days. 

Above me, at a narrowing place in the chimney, 
a rock that must have weighed fifty pounds 
blocked my passage. I edged up to it and with a 
test of endurance I gently lifted it into my lap and 
continued with it up through the climb. It was 
awkward and too heavy to throw off the tower 
without endangering Bob and Fred below. Com-
pounding my plight was the crux, about four feet 
from the top of the throat and the platform it  

opened onto. I was carrying the boulder in my lap, 
precariously moving first one foot, then my back, 
and then the other foot, a few inches at a time, 
edging up the bulging walls and at the same time 
switching hands from the boulder to the wall to 
keep all in balance. Suddenly my hard hat was 
wedged in the narrowing chimney and I was 
unable to move. To pull down too strongly 
exposed me to the threat of being catapulted from 
the chimney if the hat should suddenly spring free. 
I was feeling isolated and alone when a gust of 
wind threatened to blast me from my shaky wedge 
or wrestle the cannon ball from my lap. Realizing I 
was beginning to fatigue and must move into 
another position, I balanced the rock with one 
hand, unfastened my chin strap with the other 
hand and gently lowered my head from its trap. 
As I methodically worked out the problem, the 
moments were as hours. I was feeling weary as I 
edged my way deeper into the crack system of the 
chimney. Eventually I found a place to chock the 
boulder. It remained an extreme hazard wedged 
between the walls and back of the chimney. Free of 
the burden that I now imagined to weigh over a 
hundred pounds - I worked my way to the outer 
lip of the chimney and gained the elusive shelf 
above. Later, from an upper belay, I was able to 
retrieve my hard hat. 

The final airy lead was climbed by Fred on steep 
rock with cracks that in several places split the 
summit tower from one side to the other. As we 
placed rappel anchors on the summit there was an 
uncanny feeling that the entire tower was vibrat-
ing. We were eager to rappel. 

It had been a memorable ascent. As we broke 
camp, hearts were high and promises were made to 
gather again on the desert beneath the shadow of 
some unknown tower to camp and talk and climb. 
Threading our way back across the blowing sand, 
we were all quiet and, I think, already a bit 
nostalgic. 
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Bob Deglas and Eric Bjornstad climbing on Jacobs Ladder in the Can yonland Country. 
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The Minarets, a part of the Ritter Range in the High Sierra, California. 

"Looking southward along the axis of the range, Minarets now bear the names of early climbers that 

the eye is first caught by a row of exceedingly sharp responded to the challenge: Clyde, Adams, Starr, 

and slender spires, which rise openly to a height of Eichorn, Dawson, and many others. 

about a thousand feet, above a series of short, The difficulty of climbing can vary tremendously in 

residual glaciers that lean back against their bases; the Minarets depending upon route chosen and 

their fantastic sculpture and the unrelieved sharp- seasonal conditions. For example, Clyde Minaret 

ness with which they spring out of the ice rendering can be climbed from the east up an easy Class 4 

them peculiarly wild and striking." - John Muir rock chute or the more difficult Grade IV, Class 5.8 
south face route. Many other climbs are possible on 

Such was the description of the Minarets by John the many rock spires both north and south of Clyde 

Muir when he made the first ascent of Ritter alone in Minaret. They are described in "A Climber's Guide to 

1872. The word "Minaret" comes to us as a word the High Sierra," edited by Hervey H. Voge. My own 

which describes a slender lofty tower attached to a personal memories of climbing Clyde Minaret are: 

mosque and surrounded by one or more projecting First Attempt September 4 

balconies from which the summons to prayer is cried The summit was another five hundred feet above 

by the muezzin. Indeed, the majestic rock spires of us of easy climbing. Dark clouds were descending 

the Minarets summon the alpinist to test his or her over the surrounding peaks and distant thunder was 

skills in a challenge on sheer rock faces, steep cou- getting closer. We climbed on and saw the peaks 

loirs, rock spurs, and snow covered ledges. The eventually disappear completely in the clouds. Then 

names of the individual rock spires that make up the there was a blinding flash, followed instantaneously 
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The Minarets consist of many rock spires, deep chutes, and small residual glaciers. 

or %Vw., A t-/I Photo Essay by Mike McWherter 

by an ear-deafening crack as a bolt of lightning 

struck somewhere too close. At that moment, with-
out any need for discussion, we simultaneously 
began our descent. Three rappels in rain and hail 
brought us to the safety of a talus slope. 

Second Attempt September 18 
Flash floods had washed out the road beyond 

Mojave and we had to take an alternate. On Sunday 
the weather was clear and we started up an easy 
Class 4 rock chute [Starr's Route]. Conditions were 
too good to be true. It looked like we would be on  

the summit in the morning and back in camp by 
afternoon. When we reached the end of the rock 

chute we could see the summit only a few hundred 
feet above. But now the route crossed a rib onto the 
north face of the minaret which now, to our surprise, 
was plastered with crusty snow. We proceeded very 
carefully up steep snow-covered ledges looking for 

hand and footholds that had since disappeared 
under the new snow. We reached the summit in late 
afternoon and were anxious to start down because of 
the hour. Several rappels, one in total darkness, and 
then a couple of hours of stumbling brought us back 
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Mt. Ritter. 

to camp. We slept with a kind of satisfaction only a before the present Sierra Nevada was uplifted.' 

climber can know. The Minarets, together with Mt. Ritter and Banner 

Peak, as viewed from the many lakes to the east. 

The Minarets are complemented by two spectacu- provide some of the grandest scenery found any- 

lar rock giants to the north—Mt. Ritter and Banner where in the High Sierra and endless opportunity for 

Peak. These mountains have easy rock scrambling the climber. The awe of these fantastic rock forma- 

routes to very difficult face climbs. Although these tions has been expressed by Walter Starr who disap- 

peaks are not part of the Minarets, they are geologi- peared in the Minarets in 1933. His words may well 

cally fused with the Minarets and together they make express the feeling that has drawn climbers in the 

up the Ritter Range. As the California geologist past and will no doubt draw others in the future— 

Francois Matthes wrote: "When you climb Mt. Ritter maybe you: 

you climb the core of one of the ancestral mountains "Defiant mountains beckon me to glory and dream 

that were formed more than a hundred million years in their Paradise. 
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Banner Peak. 
Although not part of the Minarets 
Banner Peak and Mt. Ritter 
are geologically fused with 
The Minarets and together they 
make up the Ritter Range 

'p 

Climbers plowing through 
fresh snow on a winter attempt of 

Mt. Ritter. 
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Climber on a 
snow ledge on 
Clyde Minaret. 

Climber can be seen on 
the east face of Banner Peak. 



An antique 1935 Justrite solid brass carbide lamp. 

Lighting your tent or campsite is a problem 
common to all backpackers. Shops offer a wide 
variety of exotic candle holders, fancy and fragile 
candle lanterns, butane lanterns and flashlights. A 
candle lantern might do a fair job of lighting the 
interior of your tent but become a worthless piece 
of soot-blackened plastic and aluminum upon step-
ping outside. Flashlights are adequate for quick 
trips outside the tent or camping area but are 
clumsy around the campfire, and certainly expens-
ive to use for reading. The propane powered 
mantel lanterns are outrageously expensive, 
heavy, fragile to pack, and will run you out of the 
tent on an even slightly warm night. 

All ye who thusly suffer take heart. There's one 
piece of equipment long known to miners, spelunk-
ers, and southern racoon hunters that does the job 
efficiently, inexpensively and yet weighs a mere  

twelve ounces with a week's supply of fuel. It will 
brightly light your entire camp or tent. 

The carbide light is a simple easy-to-use device 
that mixes water and carbide to form acetylene 
gas. 

They are available in a fair number of shapes, 
sizes and brands, but all function in the same 
manner. The top chamber is filled with water, the 
bottom with carbide. An adjustable metering 
device drips water into the carbide. Acetylene gas 
is formed in the bottom chamber and is forced 
through a tiny jet. Then it is ignited to form a 
flame. The flame is reflected and defused by a 
globe or shield. A properly functioning lamp will 
produce the approximate equivalent of a 75-watt 
light for two hours on a nickle's worth of fuel. 
That's ample light for cooking and wandering 
around camp on a dark night. 
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LIGHTING YOUR CAMP: 

a lesson from spelunkers 

By J. Zane Walley 

Modern carbide lamps (with one Hong Kong 
import exception) are made of injected plastic. The 
older ones are all made of solid brass. If you can 
find one at an antique store, flea market, or such, 
purchase an older model such as the brass "Guy's 
Pit Dropper" or "Justrite Areamtined." The old 
fellows were manufactured in the 30's and 40's and 
from an aesthetic and practical standpoint are 
such a pleasure to own and use. However, the new 
models, such as the plastic "Justrite" and the 
brass-coated "Butterfly" work well. 

Operating your new light is not as simple as 
flicking a flashlight switch or lighting a candle but 
is still an easy operation. Fill the carbide chamber 
to 3/4-full with the chemical, fill the reservoir with 
water, thread the two together, open the water-
metering device, ignite the resulting gas, and 
presto, you have light! 

There are two basic areas in which you may err: 
too much water drip causes a sodden non-produc-
ing carbide chamber. A damp filter between the 
carbide chamber and the orifice will not let the gas 
flow through to the orifice properly. The filter may 
be dried merely by mashing it between the palms 
of your hand, or a neckerchief. Keeping your car-
bide supply dry is of utmost importance. I usually 
double-bag mine in baggies with twisties. If the 
orifice becomes clogged it may be cleaned with a 
piece of fine wire. 

The calcium carbide breaks down into a high 
grade lime after its chemical mating with water. It 
is harmful to man and animals if digested, and 
should be carried out of wilderness areas. 11 
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MOUNTAINEER PARKA [P2030] 
Ripstop nylon construction with one inch nylon 
tricot baffles allows maximum lofting of the down 
in this parka, yet it packs into a 7" dia x 13" 
waterproofed stuffbag provided! Down insulated 
outer pockets have inner handwarmer feature & 
parka has two cargo pockets inside. 

New National Park Proposed for Mojave Desert 
A one million acre region in the eastern Mojave 

Desert is being proposed as a National Park. It is 
one of the most spectacular areas in the California 
desert. Among the unusual geologic formations are 
the jagged peaks of the New York and Providence 
Mountains, the Mojave Cinder Domes, the "sing-
ing" Kelso sand dunes and Cima Dome whose 
origin is a mystery to scientists. 

Hundreds of species of wildlife make their home 
in the proposed national park, described by many 
as the "gem of the desert." Deer, mountain lions, 
bighorn sheep, golden eagles and hummingbirds 
live in the mountains, while the desert and dunes 
support a variety of mammals and reptiles, includ-
ing the desert tortoise and the fringetoed lizard. 
Over 80 species of birds are found in the rare 
desert oasis near Fort Piute. 

Unusual mixes of vegetation include a white fir 
forest occurring unexpectedly only a few miles 
from one of the finest cactus gardens in the desert. 
Twenty-five species of plants found in the pro- 

posed park are considered threatened or endan-
gered. 

The Mojave is also noted for several old historic 
sites and its astounding number and variety of 
archeological remains, including pictographs, 
petroglyphs and a prehistoric village. 

- The Wilderness Society 

Catinip anywhere 
I comtort with  

this su mer in 
down... tl(ONEEk  

NORTHCOUNTRY PARKA [P10221 
With a durable Polyester/Combed Cotton blend 
exterior and smooth ripstop lining, this is a great 
choice in a down parka for all occasions. It has 
insulated handwarmer pockets, cargo pockets, 
detachable hood, and two way nylon zip. 
Length 30'. 

• ' . GARIBALDI [P7046]  

Developed to withstand tough use in the glacier- 
Canada's Garibaldi carved environment of 

. 
. 

Provincial Park, this slant-tube model features full  

- 
- 

box foot, down baffle tube,  two way zip, generous 
and a choice of three fill weights of down, A , 

waterproofed stuff bag is included. iT • • • 9P 

J0 N E S PRODUCTS LIMITED 2731 SOUTH BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017 

TENT & AWNING LIMITED 2034 WEST 11th AVENUE, VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA V61 2C9 SEE YOUR NEAREST DEALER NOW 
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- lighter weight 

- Achilles tendon relief notch 

- thicker, breathable canvas 

- leather reinforced heel 

- absorbant, cooler insole 

- thicker rubber protection 

- trimmed, beveled sole for edging 

- soft, low carbon sole for friction 

- Technical Advisor: 
Royal Robbins 

CALIBIER introduces the R R VAR4PPE rock shoe 

a measurable improvement: 

CALIBIER 3  _Q the international standard of quality 

at your specialty shop or write: 

\\
Mountain  Paraphernalia 
Box 4536 
Modesto,  CA 95352 
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Mountaineering Fellowships 
Mountaineering Fellowship grants for 1977 were 

awarded to five young climbers and a cleanup 
group by the American Alpine Club Board of 
Directors at their May 14 meeting in Idyliwild, 
California. 

The Boyd N. Everett, Jr. Memorial Fund will 
provide grants to Craig Gaskill for an attempt on 
the southeast face of Mt. Lucania; to Reese 
Martin and to Jerome Eberharter who plan a climb 
of the northwest face of Mt. Salisbury; to the 1977 
Denali Environmental Project, an Oregon group 
sponsoring a cleanup trip to McKinley. The John 
R. Hudson Memorial Fund provides grants to 
William Nicholson and to Peter Metcalf for an at-
tempt on the southeast spur of Mt. Hunter. 

The AAC Committee that selected recipients 
from the various applicants consisted of Yvon 
Chouinard, Eiichi Fukushima, Andrew Carson 
Harvard, Edward A. Johann, Roy Kligfield, 
Roman Laba, Joseph C. LaBelle, James Wickwire, 
and Michael Yokell. 

Creative Ideas 
Have you ever seen a friend pull an ingenious 

piece of homemade gear out of a pack, or devise a 
tricky solution to an old problem, or admired a 
nifty technique, and thought to yourself, "Now 
that's a good idea"? 

June Fleming, Northwest wilderness teacher 
and author of The Well-Fed Backpacker, thinks it 
would be fun to collect these creative ideas from all 
over the country into a book, and invites everyone 
to send her your favorite suggestions. Anything 
from food planning, loading your pack, setting up 
camp, to cooking techniques, improvised equip-
ment, clothing, weather problems and solutions, 
emergency repairs, friendly cohabitation with bugs 
and critters. . .etc. 

If your idea is selected, you will get a credit line 
and a free book. Write out your idea (add a sketch 
if it's easier to explain) and send to June Fleming, 
Box 13643, Portland, Oregon 97213, by September 
15, 1977. 

There's a Karrimor pack for 
practically every use. Karrimor 
packs carry more than 
conventional packs because they 
are designed around the gear 
that's made to go inside. 

Well p1a6ed pockets and zippers 
keep eveiything accessible, 
and unique suspension systems 
help carry the load with less 
effort. No matter what the task, 
Karrimor can carry more, and 
easier too. 

karrimor 
England's finest, uncj uestionably. 

Mountaineering Products Division 
of Dartmouth Outdoor Sports, 
Inc., Box 960, Hanover, N.H. 03755 
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OPE FACTS. 
IMPACT and ELONGATION 
A modern climbing rope functions like an elastic band. If you fall, 

the rope stretches to absorb the shock. This shock is called "impact 
force." If the rope stretches too much, your fall is unnecessarily longer. 
If the rope doesn't stretch enough, greater impact is transmitted to 
your body. 

The ideal rope has both low impact force AND a low elongation at 
impact. 

EDELRID DYNALOC M has an impact force of only 2095 pounds 
and an elongation at impact of only 24% Compare Edelrid.  

UIAA FALLS 
The UIAA standard fall test approximates an extremely severe fall. 

The requirement is that an approved rope absorb three of these severe 
falls without breaking - a comfortable margin of safety. A four fall 
rope is therefore 33% stronger than the UIAA standard. 

The ideal rope has low impact force, low elongation at impact AND 
a high UIAA fall rating. 

EDELRID DYNALOC M will hold 9 UIAA falls. This represents a 
fantastic margin of safety. Compare Edelrid. 

FEEL 
Test results aren't everything. Experienced climbers highly value a 

rope's handling characteristics. Flexibility, softness and resistance of 
kinking are some of Edelrid's best qualities. Compare Edelrid. 

RELIABILITY 
Edelrid invented the Kernmantle climbing rope more than 25 years 

ago. We have set the standard of performance and reliability ever 
since. More climbers trust Edelrid than any other rope in the world. 

Want more facts? Read the latest 1977 Edelrid catalogue. Available at 
your specialty dealer or write: 

Royal Robbins 
Mountain Paraphernalia 
Box 4536 
Modesto, CA 95352 
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Task Force to Research Marble Mountain Caves 
The Kiamath Mountains Conservation Task 

Force and Kiamath National Forest announced the 
signing of a cooperative agreement for research of 
the caves of the Marble Mountain Wilderness Area 
of Northern California. 

Major caves are known in the Marble Moun-
tains, including Bigfoot Cave which has been 
mapped to a length of over three miles and a depth 
of 1,104 feet. The alpine karst of the Marble Moun-
tains is a significant geologic feature of the area. 

Under the terms of the agreement the KMCTF 
will gather basic information on all caves in the 
area and will make detailed studies of selected 
caves. The goal is to provide the Forest Service 
with information as to the significance of the caves 
and recommendations for their use and preserva-
tion. 

- NSS News  

UIAA Plans North American Meetings 
The Material Commission of the UIAA will 

meet in September, 1977 at the Lake Mohonk 
Mountain House in the Shawangunks in New 
York. This will be the first time the UIAA has had 
a meeting of any kind in the Western Hemisphere. 
The following weekend, the UIAA's general meet-
ing will be held in Mexico City. 

The UIAA (Union Internationale des Associa-
tions d'Alpinisme) is a federation of national 
mountaineering clubs representing approximately 
thirty-five countries. Member clubs include the 
American Alpine Club and the Alpine Club of 
Canada. 

Wildlife Slides Wanted 
Summit is looking for mountain wildlife slides 

for publication in full color in future issues. On the 
top of the list of slides wanted is a closeup of a 
Hyrax, more commonly called Coney. Slides will 
be returned after publication. Send to Summit, 
P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315. 

Light & Firee 
from Forrest 

Mountaineering 
discover 

the 
versatile 

We also offer a new lightweight Leg Loop/Swami 
Belt combination and a complete nut selection. And 
don't miss the magic of our new multi-purpose clean 

4  ]VIEVO 8ihMOUNTAINEERING, LTD. 
1517 Platte St., Denver, Colorado 80202 

(303) 433-3373 
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IT COSTS A LITTLE MORE 
TO KEEP YOUR FEET FROM PAYING. 

If your idea of the 
outdoors is sidewalks and 
tennis courts, then read no 
further -a pair of sneakers 
will suffice. 

But if you're more likely 
to be found out hiking, back-
packing or clambering up a 
sheer face—then you know 
that your foot can easily be 
the most cantankerous part 
of your body. 

That's where we come in. 
Because after decades of 
making boots by hand, Raichle 
has learned how to build 
superior quality boots that fit 
well, protect the feet, and 
handle the toughest chores. 

THE RAICHLE FIT 
All Raichle boots are made 

in Europe. But, most import-
antly, every boot Raichle 
exports to America is lasted 
on an American last. (That's 
important because European 
feet tend to be narrower in  

the toe and broader at the If you'd like to learn more 
heel.) about the Raichle line of qual- 

Raichle constructs all ity boots, send the coupon 
boots in true half-sizes and below for a free, informative 
offers 3 different widths (we brochure. 
don't just vary the amount of Frankly, you can buy 
padding). In addition, all of boots for less than you'll pay 
our Raichle boots utilize high- for Raichle. But remember, 
grade leathers and all feature when it comes to hiking, your 
the Vibram"Yellow Spot" boots are probably your single 
Montagna block soles. most important piece of 

WHICH BOOT? 
equipitei EL. 

And with less expensive 
Rather than the above boots, your feet could end up 

similarities, the Raichle line paying an exorbitant price. 
is perhaps better known for 1 - - - - - -09 

its differences. With 12 models Raichle Molitor USA 
I available, the ankle support, 200 Saw Mill River Road 

Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532 
foot protection and boot Please send your brochure "Taking 
performance vary considerably the Mystery out of Boots" fully 

depending on your needs. i 
describing the current Raichle line 

Three of Raichle's basic 
boot types are shown. From Name 
left: a climbing/mountaineering  
boot, a hiking boot for off-trail Address 
hiking with heavy loads, and a 
trail boot for on-trail hiking City State Zip 

with light loads. I— - - - - - - - 

aicl, ile 
1011 Distributed exclusively by: Raichle Molitor USA, 200 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532 



THE CURVER AXE 

Ice Climbers and Top Specialty Stores 
get your winter orders in now for the axe that 
beats them all—plus the ice piton with a warranty 

A terrordactyl type 
droop for ultra steep 
ice. 

- I? 

No teeth in this area. If 
deep penetration takes 
place easier to extract. 

Teeth at base of pick 
for hollow ice. 

Sissor action on adze 
gives super cutting 
edge. 

Fully guaranteed hand-
made fiber glass shaft. 
Shaped hand grip and 
sand painted to ensure 
good grip. 

A word from Joe Tasker, who climbed the 
spectacular W. Face of Changabang in 1976 
with Everest S.W. Face conqueror Pete Board-
man: "The new 'Curver' is fantastic, the best 
either of us have ever used, and really reassur-
ing to have in the hand." 

The Curver Axe from Snowdon Mouldings proven 
on over 20 major expeditions, as well as the 
brittle ice of New Hampshire. 19 in., 21 in. and 24 
in., $65.00, p.p. $1.50 

Snowdon Warthog Ice Piton: 2 free if you break 
one in normal use, $9.60. 

Available in the U.S. exclusively from 

INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 
Box 494 - Main Street 

North Conway, New Hampshire 03860 
[603] 356-5287 

and your local specialty store. 
(If they are  on the ball!) 

Search and Rescue Conference 
The National Association for Search and Rescue 

will hold a conference at Nashville, Tennessee 
September 15 through 18, 1977. The workshops 
will stress all that is new in emergency response—
hypothermia, heat stress, sateffite communica-
tions, cave rescue, emergency medical services, 
river resuce and Loran-C. 

Sessions will be held at the Rodeway Inn Air-
port in Nashville. Cost for the conference is $75 
and reservations can be made by sending a check 
to NASAR, P.O. Box 40138, Nashville, Tennessee 
37204. 

Women Climbers to Attempt Annapurna 
The Nepalese government has granted permis-

sion to Arlene Blum of Stanford, California for an 
American all-women expedition to attempt 
Annapurna in central Nepal in 1978. A Foreign 
Ministry spokesman said the team is to consist of 
nine women for the climb that will take place in 
the post-monsoon season. 

I.,.  

GIBBS 
ASCENDERS  

Each Ascender is tested 
. 

to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 
rounded teeth oroduce 

little or no rope damage. .; 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group I 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

ASCENDERS with Spring Wire & Ouick Release Pins 
ROPE • SLING • CARABINERS 

GIBBS PRODUCTS I 20% DISCOUNT 
ON ASCENDERS 

854 Padley Street WITH ORDERS OF 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 $50.00 OR MORE 
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Banff Film Festival 
The 2nd Annual Banff Festival of Mountain 

Films will be held in Banff, Alberta, over the 
weekend of October 29th and 30th, 1977. Spon-
sored by the Banff Section of The Alpine Club of 
Canada and The Banff Centre, School of the 
Environment, the Festival has the objective of 
providing a competitive forum for mountain films 
of high artistic quality. 

To be eligible for entry in the Festival, films 
must be about a mountain-related topic such as 
mountaineering, mountain sports, flora, fauna, 
environment, people and their activities. A panel 
of judges comprising internationally-known film-
makers will judge the films under the following 
categories: best film of the festival; best film on 
mountaineering; best film by a Canadian; best 
historical mountain film. 

All award-winning films will be projected for 
public viewing, together with additional films of 
high quality selected by the Organizing Com-
mittee. 

For complete details concerning regulations and 
entry forms, please contact: John Amatt, School 
of the Environment, The Banff Centre, Banff, 
Alberta TOL OCO Canada. 

JASPER 
BANFF 

Banff National Park and Jasper Nation-
al Park guide books will enhance your 
next trip to the spectacular Canadian 
Rockies. Both books will compliment 
the beauty and geological history of 
the scenery beneath you - and the 
rock and ice you're climbing! Each 
book contains 16 color and dozens of 
black and white photographs, as well 
as park maps. Cloth $9.95, Jasper 
paper $4.95, Banff paper $5.95. 

Hurtig Publishers 
10560 - 105 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta "a 
Canada T5H 2W7 HURTIG 

ultmimate EQUIPMENT 

The Ultimate 
CLIMBERS HELMET 

Ultimate Helmets are designed to combine the 
best engineering qualities with those demanded 
by climbers. They provide maximum head pro-
tection and are light and comfortable to wear. 

Available from your 
specialty dealer or 
write: 

lk
Mountain Paraphernalia 
Box 4536 
Modesto, CA 93532 

Ultimate is one of the 
strongest helmets 

available. The shell is 
hand-laid fiberglass 

with lateral and arch 
reinforcements. 

nufactured in England, 
is designed to meet the 
tish Standards Institute 
ications. It is tough and 

impact resistant. Hearing and 
vision are unrestricted. 

Ultimate is one of the 
lightest helmets availab 
(1 lb. 5 oz). Its special 
harness is padded and 
non-absorbant. 
There are no exposed 
rivets or fixtures in the 
headband. Each size is 
adjustable. It is stable i 
use and ventilates well. 
Headlamp attachment 
included. 
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Co/orado ~s Columl;ne ~~  
The impudent loveliness of Colorado's columbine 

defies the hazards of its high altitude environment. 
Still found, among other places, near the Conti-
nental Divide in the Indian Peaks area and below the 
14, 191-foot Crestone Needle in the Sangre de Cristo 
mountains, it astounds the eye of the viewer. 

An unforgettable flower among the 2000 living in 
Colorado is the aquilegia caerulea, more familiarly 
knowns as the Rocky Mountain columbine. Catego-
rized as one of the ranunculaccae family, it is a 
hardy and distinctive perennial of exquisite beauty. 

Among the marked characteristics of the colum-
bine are its symmetrical proportions and its pastel 
colorations. It has five ovate sepals varying from 
pale lavender to a celestial blue. The sepals form a 
delicate saucer-like star providing a contrasting  

backdrop for the alternately arranged inner five white 
petals, which by themselves are an outward curving 
cup. The basal portions of its petals extend back-
ward gracefully between each of the petal-like sepals 
into five slender hollow spurs, which immediately 
and uniquely distinguish this genus of flowers from 
others. The precise positioning and color nuances of 
the sepals and petals in relationship to one another 
give this flower of the wilds its inexpressible 
elegance. 

The columbine is found at altitudes from 6000 to 
12,000 feet, although usually at the higher elevations 
within this range. It grows on rockslides and out-
crops as well as in shady aspen groves and ravines. 
In locations north and west from Colorado, the blue-
ness of the sepals becomes less pronounced until it 
finally becomes almost pure white; those at higher 

And everything the in between. 
Trail Boot 
For going just about 
anywhere in your 
everyday life; like a 
walk in the park, to 
work, on a hike, or TECNIC11 
a ride on a bike. mountain boots 

Mountaineering Products Division, Dartmouth Outdoor Sports, Inc., Hanover, New Hampshire 03755 

Tecnlca VII 
A boot experienced 
by very few, it 
climbed Mt. Everest 
on the American Bi-
Centennial Expedition 
and reached the 
summit on October 8, 
1976. 
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By Thomas M. Jenkins 

altitudes are more pronounced in hue than those at 
lower elevations. 

A measure of controversy surrounds its name, 
aquilegia caerulea. The renowned botanist, Gray, de-
rived his explanation of its name from the Latin, 
aquilegus (water-drawing) but gave no further eluci-
dation. Other horticulturalists say that the Latin 
word, aquila (eagle), was its source, seeing a 
likeness to the talons of an eagle in the curved 

nectaries or spurred petals. Still others reasoned 
that because of the combination of the words, aqua 

(water) and, legere (collect), it might have originated 
from the evident fluid found at the base of the 
hollow spurs. To add to the puzzlement is the fact 
that its popular or English name is from the Latin, 
columba (dove), which seems to refer to the quite 
peaceful beauty of the flower. 

Declared the state flower of Colorado in 1899 by 
the signature of Colorado Governor Charles S. 
Thomas, the abundant columbine filled the mountain 
meadows with a flood of blue. No one then imagined 
that its survival would someday be in doubt. So 
available were the columbine that professional flor-
ists sold them by the bouquet, and special excursion 
trains journeyed to the mountains from Denver 

packed with misguided horticulturalists and flower-

fanciers who returned home with armfuls to display 
or attempt to transplant in their urban gardens. The 

conservation efforts of the Colorado Mountain Club 

(founded in 1912) and a 1925 Colorado law passed to 
make it unlawful to pick the columbine, beyond the 
number of 25, diminished, but did not prevent, the 
continued destruction of the wildflower. The years 

from about 1935 to 1955 witnessed fewer tourists to 
to page 51, please 

Here is a weatherproof Jacket that has  

been fully tested in torrential Alaskan ' 

rains, blizzard conditions in the San Juans : 
and 100 m.p.h. Patagonian winds. The 
FOAMBACK fabric is a composite of 
waterproof nylon . . . finished with Ken- 
yon's Super /\te ® plus DuPont 

. .. 

8 

Zepel® Rain/Stain Repeller . .. bonded to 
a layer of foam plus a lining of nylon tricot. 
The resulting insulation minimizes condensation and allows the use of a waterproof 
shell. Full-cut Jacket fits over bulky sweaters or down jackets - full-length zipper for 
ventilation and convenience. 3-pc. hood protects securely without sacrificing visibility. 
Four ample front pockets with velcro closures are practical for the mountains and 
snazzy enough for high society soirees. Sizes, extra small through extra large. Blue, 
Yellow. (Cagoules, anoraks and pants also available in the Foamback fabric.) 

Available at any Chouinard/Patagonia dealer 
or through our Mail Order Service. Full line Catalog $1.00. 

Protected with THE GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 
Manufacturers and distributors of 

Chouinard Equipment and Patagonia Software 
RAIN/STAIR REPELLER P.O. Box 150, Ventura, Cal. 93001 Dept. KCHM 

Jumar 1 

Ascenders. 
REI, main U.S. agent for Jumar Ascenders, is 
now inviting dealer inquiries. 

These Swiss rope climbing devices grip 
ropes from ¼" to 1/2"  in diameter. Strong and 
durable, they are quicker and more efficient 
to use than a prussik knot. They allow a 
climber to ascend and descend a fixed rope 
with equal ease. 

Right and left hand ascenders weight 7 oz. 
each. A pair weighs 14 oz. 

Replacement parts also available. 

For complete details, write REI, 
P0. Box 22090, Seattle, WA 98122 

Dept. S-CJ 

Ell 
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC. 
S,ttI8 . P0,tI,,d . BkU8y. Los Angeles  

The OigiiI O,,tdw,, Co-0p-E5t 1938 
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INTERNAL FRAME PACK 
EUROPA 
It fits you  ON 6 

and your plans! 
Finest traveling pack made. No metal frame 
ends to snag upholstery when you're hitch-
hiking. Just small enough to put in an air-
port locker, and more than large enough for 
a year of vagabonding. Fully zippered front 
allows easy access for packing and com-
plete organization. Three large outside 
pockets will hold all the items you want to 
be able to find in a hurry. Leather accessory 
patches on the top and bottom if you need 
them. 

11 oz. Cordura nylon waterproofed with 
Kenyon /f.,te ® plus DuPont ZePel® rain/ 
stain repeller. You needn't worry about your 
pack giving out on you as you cross the 
desert into Tangiers. Constriction bands 
keep the pack profile narrow when less than 
Protectedwth full. The bands also 

provide a nice spot to 
hang a jacket or slide 

RAIN! STAIN REPELLER in snow shoes, etc. 

Capacity: Small —2,615 cu. in. 
Medium —2,783 Cu. in. 
Large - 2,951 Cu. in.  

Weight: Small - 50 oz. 
Medium - 52 oz. 
Large - 54 oz. 
$58.50 

EXPERIENCE 
:. Chatsworth, CA. 91311 

from page one 
on a topic that can only result in further 
degrading our mountains when we quiet-
ly continue living with a situation where 
alpinists are strong enough to carry full 
containers into the mountains, but too 
weak to carry them out—empty. This is 
not a problem peculiar to Alaska. The 
American Alpine Club has supported 
other clean-up groups which have carried 
out the same mission even from the 
Khumbu Himal, retrieving wrappings, 
fabric, cylinders and all manner of camp 
refuse and abandoned gear. 

Twenty-seven years ago Bradford 
Washburn wrote about Mt. McKinley's 
"savage and isolated" Kahiltna face. At 
that time only 35 people had ever been to 
that mountain's summit. But last 
summer, 57 expeditions attacked 'the 
Great One' almost all using the West 
Buttress route, landing by air on the 
now tamed Kahiltna Glacier. Such has 
been the explosion in climbing, spurred 
by a seemingly uncontrollable growth in 
human population, coupled with in-
creasing leisure time, and facilitated by 
technology. On a big weekend more 
people now climb on Mt. Rainier than 
did during a whole season in the 1950's. 
We Americans used to think that crowd-
ing was a condition that only occurred in 
the Alps, but on Mt. Hood over 5,000 
persons now make the climb each year. 
The U.S. Forest Service has had to pave 
portions of trails in the White Mountains 
of New Hampshire and the Sierra of 
California. At some popular camps on 
North American routes it is difficult to 
obtain clean snow for melting. And as 
some of us have begun to discover, to 
our sorrow, the influx of expeditions to 
the one distant Karakorum has strained 
the local economy, if not the ecology, 
beyond its carrying point. Figuratively, 
we alpinists are all standing in a widen-
ing circle of yellow snow. 

Moreover, as the number of climbers 
has risen exponentially, the inevitable 
proportion of ill-trained, ill-prepared, 
over-ambitious climbers has risen even 
faster, and the frequent media drama-
tized rescues of such climbers has intens-
ified governmental efforts to control the 
practice of our sport in general. This is 
an oft-repeated pattern whereby abuses 
by some lead to restrictions for many. 
Are we to encourage that process? If so, 
the UIAA will do so without American 
participation. 

At the heart of any response to the 
problems created by the influx to the 
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mountains there lies a hard dilemma. 
One of the precious elements in our 
mountain heritage has been its freedom 
—that freedom of the hills which we earn 
by mastery of technique, that freedom 
which the wilderness offers from the 
rules and restrictions governing so much 
of our everyday existence. 

Yet, in order to preserve our moun-
tains under all these pressures, we 
alpinists have generated little unanimity 
even among ourselves, though we all 
confess to severe concern about the prob-
lem. There must be concensus some-
where, and the search for it should start 
here and now. We must also strive to 
find more strong and stirring examples 
of wise conduct, both spiritual and 
practical, as we face the increasingly un-
certain years ahead, for there are no 
bounds to the horizons of technology and 
without the setting of some ethical 
limits, limits which man can enforce, 
surely as well as he can invent; without 
these self-imposed limitations, man be-
comes the servant of his own technology 
and not its master. In no aspect of 
human activity is it moral for a few to 
behave in a manner that would, be disas-
trous if done by all. This is the issue we 
should study; this is the need we must 
solve. 

We who claim to love the mountains in 
all their forms and all their beauty have 
an obligation as great to the mountains 
themselves as we have to our fellow 
practicioners. The very thought of regi-
menting our sport and controlling its 
participants is abhorrent to every one of 
us. For this reason, the ethical con-
straints that we, the moral leaders 
within our nations, can initiate must 
then be advanced at every opportunity 
by our own conduct and personal con-
tact. Our failure to do so imperils that 
for which we live and for which our 
organizations exist. 

I ask that this international body be 
true to the spirit that brings us together 
in friendship and our common interest. I 
ask that we put out of our discussion 
now and forever, any thoughts that do 
such violence to our sport as would the 
recognition of competition between our-
selves and those we represent. Let us 
unite in safeguarding our mountains 
throughout the world from the least 
worthy of human inclinations and in pre-
serving for those who will follow us that 
which it has been our good fortune to 
find— the unspoiled majesty of Almighty 
God. El 
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JBShirt 
Famous shirts of warm Welsh 

Flannel . . . very generously 
- cut. Available in bold checks. 

04, Red/Black;Blue/B lack; 
" . 

Red/Blue/Green 
20 Dollars plus postage. 

JoeBrown 
"p Stretch Pants 

Made in high quality elasticated 
material. Navy Only. Double 
seat: 26 Dollars plus postage 

EB Rock Boot 
. All sizes always in stock. 

Be sure to quote either French ' or American foot size. 
30 Dollars plus postage 

 

POSTAGE 
5 Dollars for one item plus 2 
Dollars each additional item. This 
is Air Mail. Should take 7 days 
from posting order. 
PAYMENT 
Either by personal cheque or 
Bank Cashiers cheque. 

I. JOE BROWN LLANBERIS 
t NORTH WALES 

LIGHTYEAR TENT 

ReaOers 
Comment 

Dear Editor: / 

Leif-Norman Patterson's article, 
"Snow Caves," in your April issue is a 
superb piece of writing that should be 
read by everyone interested in snow and 
ice mountaineering. It conveys a lot, 
both directly and between the lines, and 
via the pictures. (One small misprint: in 
the picture caption on page 26, "10,000 
feet" surely should be changed to 18,000 
or 19,000.) 

The article deserves to be antholo-
gized. It's a nice contribution from a 
man who will be remembered as an out-
standing mountaineer and exceptional 
person. 
Dave Harrah 
Riverside, California 

Dear Editor: 
I read with great enjoyment and sad-

ness, too, the article on snow caves by 
Leif-Norman Patterson in the April-May 
issue. 

The pictures of snow caves on 
Yerupaja brought back memories of our 
expedition in 1950. I noticed a minor 
misprint which you will notice in the 
caption of the picture taken on the face 
of Yerupaja. I think a closer altitude 
would be 20,000, not 10,000, feet: 
Rondoy at 19,300 feet is clearly in view 
and is lower, just beyond the edge of the 
face. 
Austen Riggs 
Austin, Texas 

Sets the Standard 
for Years Ahead! 

Protected with 

Write for free catalog and nearest 
dealer's name. 

snon 
P.0.Box 9056 Dept.KSLS Berkeley,CA. 94701 

/0 ~1 
New feature-packed 2-man tent with 4-season 
capability. Built-in integral fly ... large zippered 
door with mosquito net ... adjustable tunnel vent 
at front and a zippered rear window ... optional 
45" long zip-on snow tunnel functions both as an 
entrance and a storage area large enough for 
two large frame packs, or as a cooking area with 
cook hole. A full 45" at front, 94" long, 64" at 
widest point. Super stability with rigid aluminum 
poles and flexible fibre glass poles using only 5 
pegs. 

Fine lig

No
te 

ight fabric weatherproofed with 
Kenyon ® plus DuPont ZePel® rain! 
stain rep. Total Tent Weight: 5 lbs. 

$115.00. Optional Snow Tunnel $15.00 

(Editor's note: Altitude should have 
been 20,000 feet.] 

Dear Editor: 
With respect to Mary J. Whitley's 

comments in the April-May issue of 
Summit on "The Alcan Highway" article 
in the December 1976 issue, she is appar-
ently too young to recall that in its 
earliest years, the road was indeed called 
The Alcan Highway. I cannot recall 
exactly when "Alaska Highway" became 
the name used, but guess the name 
change was effective in the late 1940's. 
Louise N. Worrell 
Bethesda, Maryland 
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Lose weight, not warmth, 

All CAMP 7 products are 
designed to be highly efficient 
in warmth/weight ratios. 
Our innovative designs yield 
the most efficient use of 
quality materials. For example, 
our contour cut baffle system. 
Each baffle is cut to the exact 
shape we want the bag to 
assume at that point, which 
provides greater, more uniform 
loft on the sides of the bag as 
well as maintaining the 
differential cut. 

Along with functional designs, 
one should expect top notch 

workmanship and needlework 
from CAMP 7. We build our gear 
to last a long, long time. 

For more information, see 
your quality sports specialty 
shop or send for our free 
catalogue. 

CAMP7 
802 South Sherman Street 

Longmont, Colorado 80501 Dept. 2 

Dear Editor: 
Ref. Summit, Dec. 1976 Vol. 22, #6 

First, Summit's a great magazine! 
Second, can you somehow pass on my 

letter or get an answer from Jim 
Lamont, author of "Sunstorm, A Winter 
Solo" in your December 1976 issue. My 
questions: 

I'd like to know how nylon muk-
luks provided enough support for X-C 
skiing. Either the mukiuks were more 
solid than the kind I've seen and used 
and/or the Tempo bindings (can't find 
these in any catalogs) are very adaptable 
for a "Soft" boot, i.e., mukiuk. 

Re: Vapor bag liner, I've looked 
into these and was told that they just 
make you sweat a lot. Having done more 
ocean racing than camping, I can attest 
to the fact that a "waterproof bag" 
(Lamont's description) sounds like foul 
weather gear which does induce sweat-
ing. Thus, I'm not sure I understand the 
theory of possibly perspiring more than 
normal. Synthetic bags do seem to offer 
advantages over down though. 

Otherwise I thoroughly enjoyed the 
article and learned much from his experi-
ence with the snow caves, etc. And he's 
right about the gear made today is pri-
marily for one to two days' use before 
breaking down. Again, my experience at 
sea is often the same; the outdoors' 
elements on a sustained basis are indeed 
formidable competition for technology. 
It is best to try to adapt to more natural 
forms of existence. Eskimos and their 
habits bear this out. 
Richard Olney 
Huntington, New York 

Dear Editor: 
In response to Mr. Olney's questions: 
(1) The mukluks I used were the 

standard ones with white nylon uppers 
and molded rubber soles. They are sold 
most often as 'army surplus' and are 
used universally by ski-lift attendants. 
The 'Tempo' binding appeared in old 
Eastern Mountain Sport catalogs, but is 
hard to find these days. It is essentially 
just an old toe iron assembly with a heal 
strap. This combination provides just 
enough support and control for 'easy ski-
ing'. The point to keep in mind is that 
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ReaOers Comment 

there is a trade-off here—support for 
warmth. For a given trip one must esti-
mate the relative importance of these 
two items. 

(2) There is a great deal of misinfor-
mation about vapour barrier products. 
Though I am no physiologist, it seems 
obvious that a person perspires for three 
main reasons: (a) to maintain a humid 
micro-climate next to the skin; (b) to dis-
sipate heat; (c) to eliminate a certain 
amount of body waste. 

Now, as it happens, one may disregard 
the influence of the last point. So, in the 

Next time a pack wracks your 
back, think of YAKPAKTM. For 

sheer comfort, absolutely nothing 
touches a YAKPAK. 

Our catalog is free in North 
America. (Elsewhere, $1 US, re-
funded with purchase.) 

The Yak Works 

P.O. Box 70256-D 
Seattle, WA 98103  

winter, the sole point of sweating is to 
keep your skin from drying out. Inside a 
vapour barrier, the skin outputs an 
initial quantity of water, thereby estab-
lishing a constant humidity level next to 
itself, and then stops. Without a vapour 
barrier, the skin must be constantly 
pumping out water vapour which just as 
rapidly migrates (due to a huge vapour 
differential) to the outer portions of the 
sleeping bag, where it condenses and 
freezes. 

It is primarily a lack of understanding 
of the above functions of sweating that 
results in reports that vapour barriers 
'just make you sweat a lot'. If one needs 
to dissipate heat while using a vapour 
barrier, then of course your body will 
pour out more and more sweat, not rea-
lizing that you have eliminated the 

BeCK 

CRAMPON STRAPS 
OUR STRAPS ARE HAND-MADE... 
THE BEST IN THE WORLD! 

Beck Crampon Straps are 
made of neoprene nylon. 
Will not stretch! - . . will 
not ice up! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to 
adjust again. Used by 
experienced climbers and 
expeditions around the 
world. 

- Write for FREE catalog - 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
DEPT. M 

BOX 1038 CRESCENT CITY 

CALIFORNIA 95531 

sweat's cooling effect. I suppose that the 
other phenomenon that biases people 
against vapour barriers, is the 'raining-
tent' effect, found in impermeable tents 
when water droplets condense on the 
inner wall. This, however, is caused by 
the extreme temperature differential 
between the tent fabric and the interior. 
Warmlite (among others) claims that the 
problem disappears when the inner wall 
is insulated by an outer wall and dead air 
space. I hope this discussion explains 
why foul weather gear and so on tend to 
steam-up, while a vapour barrier in a 
winter sleeping bag does not. More infor-
mation can be found in: 

Any recent Warmlite catalog. 
Rommel, J., "A Sleeping Bag Im-

provement for Cold Weather." Summit, 
June 1975, Vol. 21. 

Newburgh, L. H. (Ed.), The Phys-
iology of Heat Regulation and the 
Science of Clothing. Hafner Pub., re-
printed 1968. 

Just in passing, I would disagree with 
Mr. Olney that synthetic bags offer any 
advantage over down. They are heavy 
and bulky; do not prevent the soggy-bag 
syndrome; and, moreover, are still damm 
cold when wet. Far more effective in 
cold, wet weather, I believe, is a double 
vapour barrier and down sleeping bag 
combination, a sort of 'Korean-boot' 
sleeping bag. 
Jim Lamont 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

Will You Do A Favor For Us? 
If so, when you are visiting your 

local school or public library, please 
ask them to carry SUMMIT in their 
periodical rack. Many libraries are 
already subscribing to SUMMIT, but 
this additional emphasis would help. 
Thanks. 

a wilderness .  expeditions, 

1 

STIKINE AND ALSEK/TATSHENSHINI 
M,,uaine,th,g 

Box 882 
 

Wrangell, Alaska 99929  
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WAKE UP REBORN 

AND READY TO GO! 

SEBAGO 
3-S EASONS 
DOWN BAG 

EMS 

Whether the night was really cold or merely cool, 
you slept in solid comfort ... BECAUSE THIS in-
comparably designed three season mummy style 
bag is generously cut in hips and shoulders to ac-
commodate even the largest of people. .. AND it's 

TI 
rated to 10°F. Finished with Kenyon's IlVotzot 
plus DuPont ZePel rain/stain repeller. The regular 
size weighs only 3 lb. 12 oz. Complete with stuff 
sack. Two sizes: Regular (fits 
up to 5'9") for $94.50; Large 

Protected with 

Send order or write (up to 6'4")for $99.50. Colors.: 

for free catalog to- Brown/Copper or Navy. 

Eastern Mountain Sports Inc. 
Box 93, 1041 Commonwealth Ave., Boston MA. 02215 

Retail stores located in Boston, Denver, St. Paul, Hartford, Buffalo, Ardsley and Long Island, NY. 

T ie one on. 
And hang one up. 

ws REI 

This illustration plus three others are reproduced in 

a seven color, 16" x 24" poster. It's dynamite and, it's yours 
for only one dollar. Send to: Mammut Climbing Ropes, Dept.4, 
1234 Fifth Street, Berkeley, California 94710, LISA. 
Technical information available. Dealer inquiries invited. 

A division of The North Face. 

/) postpaid 
Mammut Dynaflex Climbing Rope 
You can coust on the estra-strength in this rope. 
Made to contorm to UIAA standards, It has an eight 
fall safety factor. 11 mm alSO'. Weight 7 lbs. 6 oz. 
Orange/Gold, elue, Black. 

$99.95  
postpaid 

Mammut Dynaflex Duodess Climbing Rope 
Top of the line with even more reserve strength. 
Durable. It conforms to UIAA standards with an eight 
fall safety factor. This hi-patterned rope is 11 mm s 
165'. Weight 7 lbs. 12 oz. Purple/Green. 

$78.00 
postpaid 
Mammut Dynamic Duodess Climbing Rope 
A dependable Swiss-made rope. Withstands high 
impact stresses. Easy handling and holds knots well 
It's a rope with a four fall safety factor. Conforms 
to UIAA standards. This bi-patterned rope is 
10.5 mm a 150'. Weight 6 lbs. 12 oz. Red/Gold, 
Yellow/Orange, Black, Blue. (See other climbing 
items in our fall-color catalog included with 
purchase.( Annual money-back dividend to 
Co-op members. 
Shop REI in Seattle, Portland, Ore., Berkeley and 
Los Angeles. Use coupon, or call tall free 18001 
426-4040, escept Alaska or Hawaii. 
Washinglon residents call 18001 562-4894. 
O Enclosed is my check or money order 
for-Dynaflex,-Dynaflex Duodess, 
or Dynamic Duodess rope(s) 
ColorIst 
Offer essires Sept. 15, 1877.(Add sales tau for 
California and Washington deliveries only. 

O I want to be a MEMBER, enclosed is $2.00. 
O Please send me a FREE color catalog only. 

For Complete details, write REI, 

P.O. Box 22090, Seattle, WA 98122. 

NAMu 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE __________________ZIP _________________ 
Dept. S-6-R 

O 
kEl 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC 
aeattle• Portland Berkelvy• Las Avgeles 
"The Or,vinal  Oatdva, Co-vy-EsI. 1930 
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The Turkey Monster, a crazy spire of the Menagerie Group located in the Willamette National Forest is wider at the 

top than the bottom and is crowned with its namesake—a stone turkey's head. Photo by Walt Vennum 
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Stems Pillar, the most fantastic of the Rooster Rock, now a State Park just east of Portland. From the climb- 
Oregon Monoliths, is located in a lovely er's point of view, an easy route ascends the south side, and more 
valley in Ochoco National Forest. difficult routes may be found on the steep mossy wall facing the river. 

Oregon's Monoliths 

Text and Photos by Greg Donaldson 

There's a lot to be said for climbing monoliths. Let your mind wander over the classic ex- 
Something about the aesthetics of an isolated spire amples: the Cathedral Spires, Lost Arrow, and the 
renders a special quality to the climb regardless of Totem Pole, to mention but a few. Surprisingly 
the intrinsic nature of the route. Maybe its the enough, Oregon, otherwise renowned for its beauti- 
psychological symbolism of an immense shaft, or ful volcanoes, possesses quite a collection of such 
perhaps just the view from the top, but whatever geologic anomalies. These are not the towering 
it is, the lure of an obelisk fires the imagination in granite citadels of the Sierra, or the sandstone 
a way that no mere face or ridge can compel. monuments of the desert, but grotesque artifacts 
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... seemingly unattainable summits 

of soft volcanic rock; there are some real freaks 
tucked away here and there, each with its own 
unique character and history. 

Stein's Pillar, the most fantastic of all, is situ-
ated in a lovely valley in Ochoco National Forest. 
In the early 1950's, it was the scene of a three-year 
siege by the "Rock Engineers Division of the 
Alpenjaeger Mountaineering Club" of Oregon 
City. The welded tuff of the Pillar is virtually 
crackless, and they expended immense effort drill-
ing the holes for expansion bolts up the three 
hundred feet of overhanging rock. The third ascent 
party spent most of its effort searching for pitons 
scattered throughout the forest below the pinnacle, 
iron which had been thrown off the summit, gaily 
tied to the necktie of a well-known Pacific North-
west climber. 

Possibly the most improbably shape of them all 
is the Turkey Monster, located in the Menagerie 
Group in the Willamette National Forest. This 
crazy spire is much wider at the top than the bot-
tom, and is crowned with its namesake—a stone 
turkey's head. The spectre of the entire spire 
toppling down the hillside must cross every climb-
er's mind, as he surmounts the "rotten giant bong 
crack" to gain the only sitting belay on the climb. 
Climbing in this area has been comparatively 
recent, with the Monster being done in 1966. 

Across the state in the Smith Rocks squats the 
impressive Monkey Face, looking out over the 
farmland near Redmond. The Smith Rocks them-
selves form a major portion of the more normal 
rock climbing in Oregon, with the Monkey Face 
the crowning feature of the region. 

Moving from the ashes and cinders of central 
Oregon to the basalts of the Columbia River gorge  

gives yet another perspective on pinnacle climb-
ing. Out of these rain-drenched forests rise many 
terrifying cliffs, made all the more so by the 
chunky crystalline nature of the rock. Dominating 
the Gorge for miles around is 800-foot-high Beacon 
Rock, landmark for the Lewis and Clark expedi-
tion. This massive structure had its first ascent in 
1901 as the object of a rivalry between competing 
steamboat companies. Subsequently, in 1915-1918 
a 4000-foot winding trail was constructed, which is 
today used by adventure seeking tourists. The 
columnar basalt on the river side of the rock 
challenges technical climbers, and indeed several 
serious routes have been completed. 

Across the river nearby is another classically 
inaccessible point, St. Peter's Dome. The Dome is 
comprised of vertical rock bands of very brittle 
basalt. Naturally, this environment is highly 
dangerous, since solid anchors are difficult to 
obtain. Indeed, there occurred a tragedy in the 
early 1950's when a fall ripped an entire party 
from their stances. 

Last, and possibly least, is the scenic Rooster 
Rock, now a state park just east of Portland. In 
the 1890's Rooster Rock was known locally by a 
more graphic synonym, however a cartographic 
commission was not amused, and chose to remove 
the ambiguity. From the climber's point of view, 
an easy route ascends the southern side and more 
difficult routes may be found on the steep mossy 
walls facing the river. 

For the most part, the nature of the rock 
monoliths will appall the granite-accustomed 
visitor. Only the attraction of the seemingly 
unattainable summits, will reward the climber who 
can ascend them. LII 
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The Columbine is the State flower of Colorado. The flowers are 2 to 3 inches across, ranging from pale lavender to a 
celestial blue, to almost white at high altitude. A 13-cent stamp recently commemorated Colorado's centennial anniversary. 
from page 41 

the Colorado mountains and an increased public of 1971, made it unlawful (with a maximum fine of 

sensitivity to the ecological and aesthetic value of $500) to pick any natural flora, including the 

leaving wildflowers in their natural setting. But the columbine. 

last two decades exploded with tourists, hikers, Strangely, no wildflower is somehow more befitt- 

cyclists, and backpackers which, accompanied by ing its unlikely setting of vulnerability to the high 

some unexplained weather and soil conditions, have altitude wind and rain. It survives perhaps because it 

led to the apparent scarcity of the columbine. A surmounts its environmental predicament with a 

Colorado law, the Recreation Land Preservation Act 'graceful insouciance." El 
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CLIMBING SCHOOLS & GUIDE SERVICE 

ROCK CLIMBING SEMINARS and guided 
backpacking trips in the beautiful Appalachian 
mountains. Small groups and reasonable prices. 
EASTERN MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES, P.O. 
Box 5241, Roanoke, Virginia 24012. 

ROCK CLIMBING CLASSES. Beginner or 
Intermediate. Learn to climb on the top quality 
granite of the White Mountains. We have the 
most experienced instructors in the East. Inquire: 
Paul Ross, International Mountain Climbing 
School, Main St., Box 494, North Conway, New 
Hampshire 03860. (603) 356-5287. 

OVERALL OUTFITTERS offers basic and inter-
mediate rock climbing instruction, personal and 
group outings and quality equipment. 62 Route 
22, Green Brook, N.J. 08812. (201) 968-4230. 

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING INSTRUCTION: You 
cook, you camp, carry own load. No cabins! 
Oregon Cascades June 18 - 24; Washington Cas-
cades July 23 - 29; Canadian Rockies August 23 - 

29. $150 including food and technical gear. Vahan 
Yazarian, c/o Mountain Friends, Box 382, 
Berkeley, California 94701. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
ATED-the most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers climbing semi-
nars and summit climbs. For brochure write to 
RMI, 201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

CLIMB MOUNT RAINIER VIA LIBERTY 
RIDGE-the classic route. Write Nelson Guides, 
2507 - 78th Ave. W., Tacoma, WA 98466. 

NORTH CASCADES alpine grandeur: Most 
spectacular climbing and hiking terrain in U.S. 
Guided climbs, climbing instruction, wilderness 
treks. Free brochure. NORTH CASCADES 
GUIDE SERVICE, Box 97, Winthrop, Washing-
ton 98862. 

LIBERTY BELL ALPINE TOURS. Climbing 
school, mountaineering courses, guide service and 
backpacking tours in the heart of the North 
Cascades. Write for our free brochure. Mazama, 
Washington 98833. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

CLIMB MEXICO VOLCANOES with Volcano 
Guides, Inc., P.O. Box 511, Dept. B., Springfield, 
Ohio 45501. 

ALASKA. Now taking applications for summit 
climbs to: MT. McKINLEY, MT. FORAKER, 
MT. HUNTER. Also Argentina's MT. ACON-
CAGUA. Write: Ray Genet, Alaska Mountain 
Expeditions, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-
2306. 

CLIMB with professional guides. Courses in 
Britain and Alps from $70 per week. Write to 
ARKLESS, Buarth, Deiniolen, Gwynedd, Nth 
Wales, Great Britain. 

EQUIPMENT 

A super BACKPACKING BOOT, Pivetta 
"Eiger," size 9E. New $75. Did not fit. Worn only 
twice. Sell for $53 postage paid. Cropper, 14 
Winter Ridge Rd., Waterloo, 10 50701. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIP-
MENT. ULTIMATE: Field tested on Mount 
Everest, External frame, 2-3 person, weighs 10 lb. 
$277.50 (Options available.) PACKLITE II: 
Unique and versatile, 2-3 person, weighs 71/2  lbs. 
$157.00. NET TENT: Weighs 4 lb., $69.00. For 
brochures send 25 cents to Appalachian Outfitters 
Box 4-S, Oakton, VA 22124. 

THE FORREST MOUNTAIN SHOP is a new 
climbing specialty shop in Denver with all of our 
Forrest gear and much more. Stop in. 1517 Platte 
St. (303) 477-1722. 

ALASKA MOUNTAIN COMPANY: Talkeetna-
Based Expedition Outfitter. Equipment sales and 
rental, expedition food supplies. To order, write: 
AMC, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2306. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE 

EVEREST NORTHFACE! Unique book docu-
ments successful Chinese ascent. Nearly 100 color 
photographs. Fascinating narrative. $4.95 plus 55 
cents shipping. Mountainbooks, 2519B N.E. 115, 
Seattle, WA 98125. 

For sale: set of SUMMIT from March 1959 
through December 1974 (missing May 1959, Sept. 
1961, Sept. 1963) preferably all; make offer, Fred 
Hoeptner, 2434 Fairmount Ave., La Crescents, 
CA 91214. 

SUMMIT BACK ISSUES 1966 to 1972, others. 
C. Curran, 2105 Prior, Wilmington, DE 19809. 

TREKS & BACKPACKING 

HIMALAYAN TREKKING ADVENTURES 
1977/1978. A step Back in Time - Contact Krill 
Tours & Travel, 1854 So. Coast Hwy., Laguna 
Beach, Calif. 92651 for brochures. 

MOUNTAINEERING treks in NEPAL. Send for 
detailed information. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 
1398 SOLANO-SM71, Albany, CA 94706. 

An ORGANIZATION FOR ALL SEASONS. For 
all silent trails travelers-mountaineers, back-
packers, hikers, cavers, expeditioners, etc., world-
wide. Be one who cares. Only $7.50 annually, join 
International Backpackers' Assn., P.O. Box 
85-ST, Lincoln Center, Maine 04458. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CLIMBERS LOVE ROCKS. When sliced suffici-
ently thin and photographed with polarized light, 
rocks and minerals exhibit dramatic textures. To 
brighten your walls, send $3 for an outstanding 
16" x 20" COLOR LITHOGRAPHIC PRINT. 
MINERAL SPECTRUM, 121 S. Dewey Street, 
Bartlesville, OK 74003. 

OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP TRAINING. Raft-
ing, kayaking, rockclimbing, skiing, mountaineer-
ing training and practice supervised by profes-
sional instructors and guides. Yearlong program, 
intensive workshops, college credit and self-
designed degrees available. Write Rick Medrick, 
Director. Outdoor Leadership Training Seminars, 
2220 Birch, Denver, Colorado 80207. 

CROSS COUNTRY TOURING center in Wash-
ington; couple to run, must be qualified or experi-
enced instructor. Send resume to-Ski Rack, 2126 
Westlake, Seattle 98121. 

SUMMIT Op-bea Form 

El New El Renewal 

Please enter my subscripiton to SUMMIT for: 

11 1 Yr., $7 L112 Yrs., $12 El 3 Yrs., $16.50 

Name 

Street 

City State Zip 

Send check or money order to: SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 
P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315 
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INDIA'S Highest Peak, ff 
NANDA DEVI (25,645 ft.), 
was conquered on Sept. 1, 
1976 by a crack team of 
AMERICAN and INDIAN 
mountain climbers. FABIANO 
BOOTS were the choice of 
this expedition. 
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